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The United Doberman Club, or UDC
(www.uniteddobermanclub.com), is
made up of Doberman enthusiasts
dedicated to preserving and
protecting the Doberman and its
heritage as a working dog. UDC is
advancing the interests of the breed
by educating members about working
ability, conformation, temperament,
health, breeding, training and
maintenance of the total Doberman,
sound in mind and body. The UDC
encourages its members to participate
in a variety of activities for which
the Doberman is suited, including
Agility, Conformation, Drill Team,
Guide Dog, Obedience, Ring Sports,
IPO, Search & Rescue and Therapy.
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From the UDC President
Linda Lindic

T

his will be my last President’s Message for the FOCUS. Thank you to UDC
members who have given me the privilege to serve as your president during
the 2015-2016 term.
At the United Doberman Club Annual General Meeting on Thursday, April
21, 2016, the new president and board of directors will be installed. I am very
pleased with the makeup of the new board of directors. This will be the first
time that many of them will be serving on the board. I feel this will be very
beneficial for the club. It is important that our next generation of leaders get
experience in running our club. They will be able to look at things from a fresh
perspective and bring forward new ideas. They will serve under the leadership
of the new President Leslie Carpenter. I have served on previous boards
under Leslie’s leadership in the past. I can speak from experience that she
has exceptional leadership skills that will take the club where it needs to go
in the coming year.
This club was created for a very specific purpose, and that is to preserve and
protect the Doberman Pinscher and its heritage as a working dog — doing
everything possible to perfect its natural qualities; to maintain open dialogue
with all clubs sharing similar objectives, national and international, while
insuring the autonomy of the United Doberman Club; to advance the interests
of the breed by educating members about working ability, conformation,
temperament, health, breeding, training and maintenance of the total
Doberman, sound in mind and body.
We must keep this doctrine top of mind when making decisions about this
club’s future. The number of members in our club has stayed fairly constant
with about 300-plus members. Therefore, we cannot be all things to all
members, but we can and should remember the reason this club was created,
and hold true to the tenets set forth by our founders. O

Apprentice Judge • NOTICE • Apprentice Judge
Director of Judges Doug Matson has received an Apprentice Judge Application for a Temperament Test Judge and
Breed Survey Judge from:

Leslie Carpenter
Wake Forest, North Carolina
He has reviewed her application and found it to be in order and that she has the required experience according to
our rules to accept her application. Comments concerning the qualifications of this applicant may be submitted
to Director of Judges Doug Matson for the next 30 days. Submitted comments to douglas.m.matson@boeing.com
or doug@kansadobe.com.
Director of Judges Doug Matson has received an Apprentice Judge Application for a Temperament Test Judge from:

Joannah Davis
Aurora, Colorado
He has reviewed her application and found it to be in order and that she has the required experience according to
our rules to accept her application. Comments concerning the qualifications of this applicant may be submitted
to Doug Matson for the next 30 days. This application will also be published in the next edition of the Focus.
Comments may be submitted to douglas.m.matson@boeing.com or doug@kansadobe.com.
Anyone wishing to comment on the character or qualifications of these applicants may do so in writing to the Director of Judges Doug Matson. In order to be considered, these written comments must be received no later than
four weeks following the second publication of the names.
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UDC Board of Directors*
As of Jan. 1 through April 20, 2016
*See revised Board listing on UDC website for the new directors, effective April 21, 2016.
Officers
President................LINDA LINDIC ......44 East 209 St., Euclid, OH 44123 .........................lf.lindic@gmail.com .........................(216) 481-4438
Vice President.........BETH BISHOP ......P.O. Box 159, Bath, MI 48808 ...............................bugsanddobes@gmail.com ...............(517) 641-7345
Treasurer.............MERYL WINNIE ......220 Crow Hill Road, Delanson, NY 12053 ............meryl@arcon.bz ................................(518) 895-8506
Recording
Secretary....MONICA ANTHONY ......1755 Fashion Outlet Blvd. Suite 170,
Niagara Falls, NY 14304 .........................................monicaanthony@hotmail.com ........(905) 580-7336
Corresponding
Secretary ........ ALISSA WEAVER ......35 Dudley Road, Sutton, MA 01590 ......................alissaweaver@verizon.net .................(774) 287-3173
Membership
Secretary .......BONNIE GUZMAN ......367 Chickadee Lane, Bailey, CO 80421 .................bonefinder51@gmail.com ................(303) 733-4220
Member Club
Secretary...........LINDSAY DAVIS ......P.O. Box 103, White Plains, VA 23893...................davislindsaye@aol.com ....................(434) 577-9489

Regional Directors
Northeast .................JIM TOMAN ...... 308 Washington Ave., Milltown, NJ 08850.......... JTandsun@aol.com ..........................(732) 407-8746
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland

Mid-East.....TAMMY MARSHALL-WELDON......582 Pleasant Hill Rd., Bowling Green, KY 42103.....swift3530@aol.com....(270) 392-0568
West Virginia, Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky
South ............ VIRGINIA ROGERS ......P.O. Box 127, 230 County Rd. 167, Crane Hill, AL 35053...dobegirl@bellsouth.net ......(256) 747-8299
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina
Mid-South.................JULIE STADE ......12416 South Haven Rd., Haven, KS 67543............Bjfdobermans@embarqmail.com .....(620) 465-3657
Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana
Mid-Central....BRANDI WILLIAMS ....2707 220th St., Winterset, IA.................................maysadobermans@yahoo.com.........(270) 307-5775
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri
Southwest ..CAROL ANN KEARNS ......8823 Sugarloaf Road, Boulder, CO 80302..............kearnscak@gmail.com ......................(303) 506-2312
Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico
Northwest ...........MAKAYLA KING ......822 S. McKinzie Road, Liberty Lake, WA 99019 ....eclipsedobermans@sisna.com ..........(509) 496-7211
Alaska, Washington, Montana, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming
West................ROBERTA BROWN ...... P.O. Box 285, Jurupa Valley, CA 91752.................brownroberta@sbcglobal.net............(951) 741-0769
California, Nevada, Hawaii
Canada ............................VACANT
Photo by Leslie Carpenter
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United Doberman Club –
Member Clubs 2016–2017
Northeast Region

Mideast Region

Midsouth Region

New England
Working Dobermans
Nazarene Mondello
256 Moss Hill Road
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-0253
alisandro1@aol.com

Working Dobermans of Kentucky
Andrew Booth
7201 Old Richmond Road
Lexington, KY 40515
(805) 544-5341
abooth0503@yahoo.com
www.workingdobermansofkentucky.com

Central Texas Doberman Club
Irina Sasu
194 Jordan Lane
Elgin TX 78621
(512) 750-2696
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net

Tri-State Doberman Club
Ray Carlisle
20 Orchard Street
Ramsey, NJ 07446
(h) (845) 987-2357
(c) (914) 393-0166
(o) (201) 327-6100
caradobe@aol.com
www.tristatedobermanclub.com

Working Dobermanns
of the Carolinas
Lindsay Davis
P.O. Box 103
White Plains, VA 23893
(434) 577-9489
davislindsaye@aol.com
www.workingdobermans
ofthecarolinas.com

Vermont Total Doberman Club
Traci Mulligan
P.O. Box 71
Arlington, VT 05250
(802) 375-6121
traci@rebholzerdobermans.com

South Region

Northwest Region
Pacific Northwest
Doberman Pinscher Club
Sue Kelly Walsh
15710 S. Molter Road
Rockford, WA 99030
(509) 291-3147
desperadodobes@aol.com

Mid-South Working
Doberman Club
Carma Cleveland
12211 Monterey Road
Collierville, TN 38017
(901) 854-4268
gsdobe@bellsouth.net
www.midsouthdoberman.com

Midcentral Region
Mid-Central Working
Dobermans Club
Suzan Shipp
795 N.E. 101 Road
Warrensburg MO 64093
(660) 441-3822
mcwdclub@gmail.com
http://mcwdc.com

Total Doberman Association
Jim Clary
358 E. Pecan Tree Road
Waxahachie, TX 75165
(682) 554-9191
tjac1216@gmail.com

Southwest Region
Sport Doberman
Club of Colorado
Bonnie Guzman
367 Chickadee Lane
Bailey, CO 80421
(303) 733-4220
bonefinder51@gmail.com

West Region
Central Valley Dobermann Club
Erynn Lucas
3604 Riverside Drive
Riverbank, CA 95367
(520) 306-0195
von_luka@hotmail.com.
www.centralvalleydobermanclub.com

Canada
Ontario Working Doberman Club
Monica Anthony
1755 Fashion Outlet Blvd.
Suite 170
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
owdclub@hotmail.com
www.ontarioworkingdobermanclub.com

Photo by Catherine LaBarre
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The Continuing Story of Joe Pete
The SAR Dog with Wobblers
by Christine Bean

W

ho is this Joe Pete dog, you ask? He is
the most wonderful, clownish, smart
Doberman that someone like me
needed in their life. He came to me at the
age of 4 months as a rescue from Mid-West
Dobermans. I knew as soon as I saw him
he was the one for me. I am sure most
Doberman owners understand what I mean
by that statement. This dog watches out for
me and I watch out for him. Through many
fairly recent changes in my life Joe Pete has
been there to motivate me, to keep me busy,
to reach for goals, and to do something that
will benefit others. I am not sure who “rescued”
whom at this point in our relationship.
So where did our adventures take us in this
journey of balancing the Wobblers with his
SAR work? Joe Pete and I are members of
Michigan Search and Rescue and we passed
their certification testing for Human Remains
Detection. He has been utilized in several
searches on land and water. Slowly, I gained
confidence for this job, in part because of Joe
Pete, who encourages me. I think having
other handlers on the team with Dobermans
who understood their ways of learning has
helped us.
We pushed ourselves to test with the
International Police Work Dog Association
(IPWDA) for their Basic Land Cadaver test.
After passing we were encouraged to take the
Crime Scene Cadaver test by other handlers
in attendance. It had been some time since a
Doberman tested at an IPWDA site and word
got around about him. We decided to go for
it not realizing we would have additional
evaluators and onlookers observing. We
passed. I will never forget sitting on the floor
of that old discarded FEMA trailer hugging
Joe Pete. He seemed to know we had arrived
at a place we had worked so hard to achieve.
The icing on the cake was receiving the
respect from good HRD handlers and
evaluators who told me we had changed the
minds of many that day about Dobermans
and their awesome work ethic.

Christine Bean and Joe Pete
Photo by Sara Gentry
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Photo below by Cindy Coffman, Michigan Search and Rescue

With the help of my team mates we learned how
to work with Joe Pete’s abilities. Joe Pete learned to
problem solve for himself. He seems to know when he
is having a good day. He goes to disaster trainings, and
problems are set for him in low spots or areas that are
easily maneuvered. On a good day he will shock us all
by taking the hard way — over the top of a pile! On
another day he will walk till he finds the easiest route.
We have worked to fine tune his abilities for the days that
he can no longer work in a wilderness situation. Joe Pete
loves buildings. It is fun to watch him from a doorway
and see him work out the scent problems. His focus and
determination are strong. He is all business when asked to
work. He is pleased with himself when the job is completed
and knows exactly when he should be rewarded. In fact, he
is rather pushy and steals the toy from me if I am having
difficulty moving fast enough to suit him.
Yet, in the back of my head I know Joe Pete’s days are
winding down as a SAR dog. He is now 5½ years of age, the
average age when Dobermans are diagnosed with Wobblers.
The weather affects him: too hot and he is easily fatigued;
too cold and his body stiffens and his limbs don’t move as
gracefully. We have managed Joe Pete’s condition with a
low dose of prednisone for the past three years, along with
supplements like glucosamine and turmeric. He loves his
acupuncture treatments. We have worked through many
hurdles, like the broken leg last year and an ongoing battle
with stomach issues. There are meds available to help with
inflammation and pain that I am grateful we haven’t had to
use as yet. We will continue to monitor his condition with
the help of his vets.
This is a dog who wants to work. He is always ready to
go. He loves people and other dogs, including his new little
sister Rizzy. So where does that leave us? I am letting Joe
Pete write his own story in his own way. I think he will tell
me when he feels he can no longer work. I will be okay with
that. I hope we have many months ahead to keep each
other company and for snuggle time at night. We will
continue to watch out for each other’s best interest. O
Spring 2016 • UDC Focus
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Remembering Bristol

by Rayanne Chamberlain
Bristol was a rescue Doberman who needed a job. Placing her
was difficult for Midwest Doberman Rescue because of her
energy and high opinion of herself. I was seeking a Doberman
to be my next disaster response dog, and Bristol seemed to
have all the attitude, boldness and confidence that a disaster
handler could want — if all that attitude could be harnessed.
The road was long and harrowing. Bristol clearly expressed
an interest in a different job. While for many dogs “squirrel” is
the siren’s call, for Bristol it was “bird.” Not two month after
she came into my life, I had the opportunity — as did many of
my teammates — to watch a killdeer lead her on a chase that
lasted at least 10 full minutes, with the bird flying circles and
Bristol never taking her eyes off the prize. Several months later,
she got away from me on a Lake Huron beach. As my husband
12
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and I chased her up and down that quarter mile of beach,
she cleared the beach and the water, as far as the eye could
see, of every water bird in sight and probably any number
of fish as well. To the amusement of most of the locals
(there was one who took it upon himself to inform me
that dogs had to be leashed on the beach. REALLY?), we
ran up and down for at least half an hour. My husband
was soaked after having chased her into the lake, but we
were finally able to catch up with her because all of the
birds had departed, meaning her job was finished.
Bristol had her own rulebook. She loved every person
she ever met and she liked dogs, but with dogs she
expected a certain level of doggie manners, and she was
quick to point out transgressions to any dog behaving
inappropriately. She surprised everyone, though, in being
a wonderful dog-mom to my husband’s Labrador puppy.
Over time, Bristol gave up on her desire to be a ‘birdchasing dog,’ and she became more tolerant of bad dog
manners. While she never totally gave up her attitude, she
learned she could be more tolerant, a little more laid back
and just have fun.
And over time, Bristol embraced her disaster dog
training. She enjoyed working on the elements — the
freedom of running during directional training and the
challenge of climbing ladders and other unusual agility
items. She had the most amazing recovery. She could fall
off a high plank or get her foot stuck in a ladder, and she
would immediately go back at it. On more than one
occasion she would mistake a distance for a jump or leap
on a rubble pile, but instead of just moving on, she’d turn
around and do it again until she got it right. She loved a
challenge. When scenting conditions were difficult, she
would work and work until she figured out exactly where
the person was. She didn’t get frustrated, she didn’t quit
and she didn’t ask for help. Had she been human, I would
say she was proud of her ability to “do it herself.”
Bristol deployed for several missing persons searches,
and we got the chance to use our disaster specialty skills
following the tornado in Portland, Mich., in June of 2015.
She was up for anything: flying on a plane or a
helicopter, no problem; riding on a train or a bus or an
ATV, no problem; being lifted or lowered by a rope, sure
why not. Nothing really fazed her.
She had that Doberman sense of humor as well. She
reveled in doing demonstrations, especially for children.
She loved to get a laugh, and knew she could get one if
she tried to steal her toy out of my pocket or if she tried
to play tug with her leash.
Unfortunately, I lost Bristol at age seven to suddenonset DCM. She had no symptoms, she had no behavior
changes. In fact, 20 minutes before she was gone she had
been running through a junkyard seeking her subject.
A big part of me went with Bristol. She left me with a
desire to emulate her joy in the everyday and to greet
the potential of each day with that joy. O
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THE TEAM … RELATIONSHIPS MATTER!
by Maria Ciski

T

raining a search-and-rescue dog, no matter what the
subdiscipline, is often an ongoing process filled with
trial and error, successes followed by failure and failures
that lead to success.
As handlers, we try to stack the deck. We begin by
meticulously testing and retesting a candidate puppy to
determine if he has the right stuff — if his personality fits
the predetermined qualifications for a
good search dog.
The process is a challenge because
we are making a determination of the
puppy’s future potential based on a
brief test of his personality at one
singular time of his early life.
Armed with that information,
we move forward developing that
all-important training plan that, we
hope, will ultimately result in the
perfect search dog. We have skill
check sheets, log books, videos,
training schedules and lots of testing
along the way, each step designed to
let us know where we are successful
and where we need improvement.
There are so many factors that
affect our future success as a team.
Among the most important, and
sometimes overlooked, is the
personal working relationship
between the dog and his handler.
How that team works together can
make the difference between a

14
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successful training plan and one that has to be constantly
reworked to accommodate weaknesses in the relationship.
In the years that I have worked with search teams, I have
come to understand that the dog/handler teams that will
struggle the most during training are the ones that have an
imbalance in the relationship between the dog and handler.
When one personality is stronger or more dominant than
the other, training takes a back
seat to developing a relationship
between the handler and dog.
The teams with the greater
opportunity for success are those
in which the dog and handler
balance each other, each
contributing their part to the team.
It’s easier said than done. As
trainers, we believe that we know
the answers. We sometimes
struggle to communicate with our
dogs, forgetting that it’s not really
about what we know and have to
teach. It’s not even about how well
they have retained our endless
repetitive training exercises. It
is more about our relationship
and how well we have come
to communicate.
Following are four cases
demonstrating the dog/handler
relationship and how the
personalities of each have
affected the success of the whole.
UDC Focus • Spring 2016

Opposite page top: Lori with
Clair. Opposite bottom: Gabe at
the Kansas City tower.
Right: Diane and Summer.
Below: Paul and Grace.

Team A
Handler: Experienced dog
owner, has not handled a
working dog before and is
new to SAR.
Dog: Rescued as an adult
and trained in SAR. Mature,
type A personality that really
loves to work.
Observations: This team
has only been in SAR for a
short period of time. Both
handler and dog were very inexperienced and initially
uncomfortable with skills. Once training began, the handler
continued to demonstrate less confidence than the dog. The
maturity, confidence and eagerness of the dog began to
overshadow the handler. The dog began to understand the
job at hand, embraced learning and excelled. The handler
was very perceptive and understood that the dog was
excelling, and therefore stepped back and let the dog’s
personality and drive lead the team
Conclusion: This dog/handler team learned rapidly,
developed a strong team dynamic and excelled in a
short amount of time. The handler understood the dog’s
capabilities and drive to succeed, and stepped back to let
those qualities develop during training exercises. This team
should certify and be field-ready this year. They are very
reliable and enjoyable to watch work.

The dog must be allowed to develop confidence by thinking
through a problem and finding a solution. This is a team
that will be more balanced and successful as they grow, and
I predict after their first real search will begin to work more
successfully as a team.
Continued on next page

Team B
Handler: Experienced with dogs, but new to working
dogs. No previous experience in SAR.
Dog: Adolescent acquired as a puppy from working lines.
Lots of energy, drive and ability to work. Can lack focus
largely because of age.
Observations: The handler of this team projects a very
confident and strong personality. The handler is, however,
new to SAR and understands that they have a learning
curve. When working exercises, there is a presence that
exudes confidence and ability. That confidence is very
obvious to observers, and I believe the dog reads the handler
that way also. During times of frustration and uncertainty,
the dog will look at the handler and throw behaviors that
indicate it is confused. The handler may read this as the dog
needing assistance, and will begin to drive the exercise and
manage the dog a little more than he did before.
Conclusion: This can be a very successful team. Both the
dog and the handler have strong skills that would benefit
from expectations that have been defined and understood.
Spring 2016 • UDC Focus
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Above: Diane and Summer
Team Continued from page 15

Team C
Handler: Very experienced in handling a working dog;
some experience with SAR training.
Dog: Very successful, mature, thinking dog with a
type A personality.
Observations: This is a really interesting team to watch.
This is a handler with a gregarious, outgoing, upbeat
personality. The handler is very experienced with this
dog. In daily life, the handler clearly takes the lead in
the relationship.
However, the dog handler relationship changes
completely when the team faces a training exercise. At these
times, the handler can appear less confident and reluctant.
The dog might easily read this behavior and react with
uncertainty about what the handler is looking for, but
because this dog is strong, confident with a type A
personality, it will actually take the lead and drive the team
to success. The handler understands their lack of confidence
and will allow the dog to push forward and take the lead.
Conclusion: This balance shown by this team during
training exercises is a pleasure to watch. Each partner
understands the other, communicates well and gets the job
done. There is little doubt that this team will excel in search
as well as other activities they do together.

Team D
Handler: Very experienced with all types of dog training.
Has been in SAR for several years and continues to learn
and grow.
Dog: A rescue, middle age, very confident no-nonsense
personality. Type A+ overachiever.
16
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Observations: This is a dog that needs little guidance or
drive. You show the dog your expectations and they are
learned immediately. However, this also appears to be a
strong-willed, dominant personality that could be very
difficult to train without the proper encouragement.
The handler is amazing with this dog. The handler reads
the dog very well and provides necessary encouragement
and guidance without over managing the dog or assuming
total control of the exercise. The handler allows the dog
to do its work and only interjects when the dog needs
encouragement or direction.
Conclusion: This is a highly successful team. Very smart
handler, very capable dog. The handler uses her expertise
and experience to her advantage. With a dog as dominant as
this one, the handler could easily end up in a personality
match with the dog and, in the end, neither would succeed.
This could easily end up as an example of the handler
having to go back again and again to rework training
expectations, but by understanding this dog’s ability and
personality, the handler has moved the dog along a training
plan with great success.
When we evaluate dog teams we tend to categorize them
by their level of experience. But what we really refer to is
how compatible and experienced the dog and handler are
with each other. How well they work together really means
how well they communicate. The burden, of course, of
defining that relationship falls more on the handler than
the dog, but it would appear that those teams that progress
faster are the ones in which the handler and the dog,
through time and experience, have developed an
understanding of how to work together and communicate
expectations, each doing his part and neither dominating
the relationship. O
UDC Focus • Spring 2016
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Shamus:
The SAR
Trailing
Doberman Puppy
Trailing: Also known as mantrailing or scent discriminating, wherein
the dog follows a specific human scent.
Tracking: The dog follows the path of the trail layer, but is trained to
use a specific head-down posture. It usually follows crushed
vegetation, but may also be scent discriminating.

I

by Irene Korotev | Photos by the author

went to Swift Run Dobermans in Bowling Green, Ky.,
looking for a new trailing prospect. Tammy MarshallWeldon felt she had one that would be perfect. A
teammate, Carrie Gove, went along to help keep me on
track when the heady aroma of puppy breath made me
want any puppy instead of staying focused on the best
trailing prospect. We joined our friends Rayanne
Chamberlain, Pam Burns and Cris Bean from Michigan
Search & Rescue, and went to meet the litter of puppies
before the testing began.
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He came out of the kennel with all the other puppies.
The others ran past us, but Little Red Collar came up to us,
looked at us, and sat down as if to say “Let’s talk.” We talked
to him and picked him up. The entire time he looked us
squarely in the eye, as if comprehending all we were saying.
The serious Little Red Collar dog seemed to actually be
auditioning us as future working partners. We next saw him
during the puppy tests for the litter, conducted by Rayanne
and Pam. The tests, based on a basic temperament model,
gave us insight into each pup’s make up, and were amended
to include specialized aptitude tests for the puppies’ future
career paths. Little Red Collar was
Continued on page 20
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“Shamus, P.I.”
7/16/15
Shamus is in training with
Missouri Search & Rescue
K-9 as a trailing dog.
Sire: Cabo von Moeller Hof
Dam: Swift Run Eischa
vom Kollund Kro

OWNERS:
Irene and Dave Korotev
Blue Springs, MO
korotev@earthlink.net

BREEDER:
Tammy Marshall-Weldon
R JaneSwanson

Ad design by janeswanson.com

Bowling Green, KY
swiftrundobermans.com

Shamus Continued from page 18
very confident, and
sailed through all the appropriate tests, the clear choice
for a trailing prospect. At seven weeks of age, he now had
a career!
After introducing Red Collar to his new family and
environment in Blue Springs, Mo., Dave and I spent the first
week or two helping him settle in. A very happy dog, he had
to investigate everything and get in the middle of whatever
was going on. He was taken everywhere and socialized
shamelessly at parks, people’s homes, unit training sessions,
training sessions with other groups, etc. He totally loved
meeting people. He sought out strangers just walking down
the street or coming out of pet stores, perfect for a pup that
would someday search for missing people.
Then Little Red Collar, now named Shamus, our little
investigator, was introduced to the scent game called

the end game and reward. Turns were added to his trail.
Hard surfaces, such as asphalt, cement, hardwood and tiled
floors helped to increase his trailing acumen. He also
learned to work in changing wind conditions, from working
with the wind at his back to dealing with cross winds and
variable winds. Of course, being in the midwest, he quickly
was challenged with working in hot, dry conditions, in
driving rain with standing water puddles, to high humidity,
and naturally, snow and ice.
Shamus eventually graduated to a larger harness and a
longer long line. He maintains his focus on the end game,
regardless of the length of the trail, whether in a park, the
woods, on the sidewalk, crossing parking lots or streets, or
even on grassy areas. This happy little dog, now a gangly
teenager, is totally serious about the trailing game. His
training continues with more challenging problems, longer
distances and trails which are aged longer. Shamus has
successfully run two trails which were each a mile long.
He maintains his enthusiasm and still whines and tries to
wriggle free when I harness him, so eager is he to start the
trail. If I take too long to get him started, he barks impatiently.
While Carrie is still his favorite trail layer, we try to have
him work with different people as often as possible.
Shamus is still learning the craft, and still has a way to go
before he is ready for a certification test. He enjoys trailing
so much that it’s a joy to work with him. We share a sense of
accomplishment with each trail we run, with each challenge
met. As the saying goes, “Success is a journey, not a
destination.” If that’s true, we’ve already succeeded, we’re
having so much fun on our journey. At 7 months of age,
Shamus shows great promise in his search-and-rescue career.
He exhibits a maturity in his dedication to the task which is
far beyond his tender age. I’m amazed thinking about how
much more he will improve by the time he’s a year old! O

trailing. He watched intently as one of us ran a short
distance and hid behind a bush or tree while the other one
held him. When turned loose, the one hidden would call
him and he would run as fast as he could to the hiding spot!
He loved the “puppy runaway” game. He quickly learned
that he would be able to run find us, and would whine,
squirm to wriggle free, and bark as soon as he was held,
anxious to have the game begin. The puppy runaway game
continued for two or three more weeks, gradually increasing
the distance he had to run before he got his reward: playing
and tugging with the hider for several minutes, and
receiving tons of praise.
A little harness was fitted to him. We continued the
runaway game for a few more weeks before attaching a leash
to the harness and letting him drag it. Eventually, I picked
up the leash and ran along with him, letting the play reward
continue with the person hiding. As he continued to grow
and run faster, a long line was substituted for the leash. This
gave him the freedom to run faster and still be focused on
20
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• Litter expected 5/1/16 •

Chalmar's Major
Orca IPO3 WAC
HIT 2015 UDC
FALL IPO CLASSIC
• DPCTZ WAC
Orca and Brick are
owned and loved by

Pam Burns

pamtotaldobe@aol.com

Congratulations to
Brick...New OTCH!
OTCH Blue Chip Brick
Road V Enchant
UDX3 OM4 IPO1

2015 DPCA NATIONAL
• Top 20 Obedience
Contender
• DPCA National Trial
HIT/HC
• DPCTZ Show 2
HIT HC

R JaneSwanson

Ad design by janeswanson.com

Best of luck to the National Competitors

T

So ...
You
Want
to Start a
Search Team
by Lori Frame Schneegass
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here are many reasons people choose to enter
Search and Rescue. Ours stemmed from a
personal experience involving the use of
cadaver/HRD dogs in Germany to find a family
member. At that time, we did not even know such
a thing as search dogs existed — but it made all the
difference in the world to us.
We were lucky to find a search team locally that
allowed us to come observe, lay trails, hide for
their dogs and learn from them for a couple of
weeks. My husband Paul and I both felt an
immediate calling and began researching what
qualifications we would need to train our own dog.
Paul had grown up with Dobermans his entire life
and my father was a veterinarian, so we decided
that Dobermans were the breed we wanted. They
are smart, easy to train, clean and gorgeous. We
adopted our first Doberman from Kansas City
Doberman Rescue and were hopeful that she would
show potential. We focused on Gracie’s training
and getting her obedience and CGC under her belt.
About six months into our experience, I
“ordered” a second Doberman from First Stryk
Dobermanns, the litter yet to be conceived, and
began working with the breeder to learn all we
could from her about training a dog for HRD. She
provided course lists and reading materials, and the
studying began. With the arrival of Clair, I can
honestly say I was not prepared. When people talk
about a high-drive dog, you cannot understand
unless you have one under your roof. A high-drive
Doberman puppy is even more of a handful. Our
lives were turned upside down and filled quickly
with puppy school and imprinting stations and
anything we could do to try and wear her out. The
pace picked up drastically for these two 50-plusyear olds attempting something new.
As we were without a trainer or mentor, Paul
and I took things as far as we could from reading
books. We had reached a point of frustration and
considered throwing in the towel. Local teams were
not accepting members. The thought of the countless hours, energy, studying and sweat equity we
invested made us discouraged that our efforts
would be for naught. In verbalizing our feelings
with our breeder, she recommended a SAR trainer
in Wichita who might work with us. We talked ...
and talked ... and talked. I am sure she thought I
was nuts with all the questions I had. It was so
important to us to not “screw up” our dogs. Maria
Ciski had the patience of Job with us.
We began traveling the 3 1/2 hours to and from
Wichita to train with her every two weeks. She
would assess, observe and give us homework to do.
If she said practice twice a week, we practiced four
times per week. There was no way we were going to
disappoint her after she was generous enough to
take on two clueless newbies and their first-time
dogs, and we were very committed.
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She shared with me at a later date that she really thought
we would be a one-shot deal. Then we would show up, and
it was obvious we had taken her assignments seriously. I
think we were terrified of failure. I think when you are trying
something new in the genre of experts; you try harder to
prove yourself and your dog as worthy. I know we did.
As our relationship with our trainer developed, we
formed what I can only refer to as a familial bond. We
began training weekly the end of that first year. Sometimes
we traveled south. Sometimes she traveled north. We stayed
in hotels and, eventually, she invited us to stay in her
home. Three adults, four Dobermans and much laughter
solidified what would become the foundation of our team.
She took us to trainings out of state and introduced us to
her connections. We trained in pouring rain and sub-zero
snowfall. We had many new experiences due to her, and
expanded our abilities.
Our evening conversations turned to discussions of
forming a new team. Paul and I both felt we were in a
dream. I began investigating forming a 501c3, and with
Maria’s generous gift of her previous team manual, we
began to write our member requirements, job descriptions
and training and certification criteria. We designed
marketing elements, received our EIN and 501c3 status
and even incorporated five DBAs under the Snow Alley
Search and Recovery umbrella. All of this took about six
months using guidance resources from both Kansas and
Missouri. If it is something you decide to undertake,
Missouri and the IRS sites both have great “how to form a
501c3” brochures that can be printed. The legal paperwork
was the easiest part. We paid for all of this out of pocket.
The hard part comes when it’s time to begin to grow the
team. In our case, we are all strong willed, thick skinned
and, at the time, only worked with Dobermans. Finding
members who are a solid fit was the challenge. We will
never turn anyone away who is starting out — Paul and
I had been through that — but that does not mean they
will be given a place on the team. We agreed that we
would grow slowly. We would be selective. We would
make decisions together.
For those just starting to investigate this genre, canine
search and rescue/recovery is a lifestyle and a commitment

that involves a great time and financial investment.
Equipment must be purchase, plus people need to travel to
seminars as well as have flexibility with their “real job” so
they can go on a moment’s notice. I have observed that
rarely do young people stick with SAR due to these factors.
You will need to choose your specialty with your dog and
work towards that goal. We chose HRD because we are older
and did not want to chase someone through the woods at
3 a.m. Ha! Little did we know ... we still have night callouts,
just not the chasing part.
You will need guidance — a mentor — someone to
push you and believe in you. That will be the hardest
asset to locate.
At Snow Alley Search and Recovery, we all are committed
to bettering our dogs and the team as a whole. We have
added field support and are in the process of working with
an air-scent pup that is showing potential — our first nonDoberman. Our team members are in Kansas, Kentucky and
Missouri. We schedule quarterly all-state trainings, monthly
in-state trainings and weekly training for each individual
canine team. We also train with other teams in our areas
and invite anyone to join us for training, regardless of
whether or not they have a dog. We belong to many
groups and attend their trainings.
I can say with all my heart that SAR is tough to enter.
There are large egos involved, competitive attitudes, selfappointed experts, politics … the list goes on. It is not for the
faint of heart. The key is to know yourself and your potential
teammates before they are granted membership. Make sure
when adding team members you do not add liabilities but
assets. These are the people you will have to depend on in
the field. They need to be about the team, not themselves.
Be honest and hold yourself accountable to the team and its
goals. Ask a lot of questions. If the team you are trying to
join is put off by that, it is not the team for you. Also, do not
be the team that turns away someone who wants to learn
and asks questions. Be the team that teaches. Be the team
that trains their future replacement. Be the patient team.
SAR is the hardest thing I have ever attempted. It humbles
and humiliates. It frustrates and confuses. But nothing will
ever be as fulfilling as working your dog, making that find
and providing closure to a family in need. O

Paul Schneegass
and K-9 Gracie
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Honoring UDC
dogs that work to
track and locate
missing people in
all situations.

Solstorms Quest of the Sun
Call name: “Quest”
Owner: Rayanne Chamberlain
Area of Certification: Quest is six months old.
He is in training to be a live-find disaster
search dog.
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Swift Run’'s Lacey Rizzol

Joe Pete

Call name: “Rizzy ” • DOB July 16, 2015
Owner: Christine Bean
Sire: Cabo Van Moeller HOF
Dam: Swift Run Eischa Vom Kollund KRO
Area of Certification: In training for Human
Remains Detection

Call name: “Joe Pete ” • DOB August 2010
Owner: Christine Bean
Sire and Dam: Unknown. Joe Pete is from
Mid-West Doberman Rescue
Area of Certification: Human
Remains Detection

Irinland Emili Ester
Call name: “Styx” • DOB April 19, 2005
Owner: Tiffany Mahaffey
Sire: Irinland Fawn Furios
Dam: Irinland Evita Eden
Area of Certification: Human
Remains Detection

Rayna, CGC, Certified HRD
Call name: “Rayna”
Owner: Lisa Zang
Rayna iss a rescue from Doberman Rescue
in Tulsa, Okla.
Nationally certified with Country Class
Canines; part of Michigan SAR and
Michigan Task Force One (MI-TF1)

Masaya’s All About Attitude
Call name: “Rain ” • Age 7 years
Owner: Gail Cramer
Area of Certification: Rain is a LETS-certified
working HRD dog.

Brody CGC
Call name: “Brody” • DOB Dec. 7, 2014
Owner: Lisa Zang
Brody is from Kansas City Doberman Rescue
Area of Certification: Brody is in training for
live find disaster work for Michigan
Search and Rescue and Michigan
Task Force One (MI-TF1).

BEJA’s Redneck Brother Rudy
Call name: “Rudy”
Handler: Anthony DeGregorio
Specialty: Human Remains Detection
Area of Certification: IPWDA Certified in
Land Cadaver 2015

AKC/UKC CH Lothlorien
Reign in Moria CGC
Call name: “Moria”
Owner: Christi Rhyne
Co-owner: Bunny Lanning
Area of Certification: HRD Land

First Stryk Royal Purple WAC CGC

Swift Run Lobo

Call name: “Lexie” • DOB: Feb. 18, 2007
Owner: Irene Korotev
Area of Certification: HRD, certified annually
by North American Police Work Dog
Association. Member of Missouri SAR
K-9 and Kansas City Disaster Dogs.

Call name: “Shamus” • Age 7 months
Owner: Irene Korotev
Area of Certification: In training as a trailing
dog. He will eventually be certified by
the North American Police Work Dog
Association to find lost persons.
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Rebholzer Rocky Mountain Trace of
the Blood Moon HRD CGC
Songaa’s Pretty Penny
Call name: “Penny”
Owner: Bonnie Skoffic
Area of Certification: AWDA HRD

Rebholzer Sea the
Stars CGC, SAR-HRD
Call name: “River”
Owner: Maria Ciski
Sire: Incredible Fidelis
Dam: Rebholzer Iron Butterfly
Area of Certification: Human Remains
Detection
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Call name: “Trace ” • DOB April 12, 2014
Partner/Trainer: Pam S. Burns
Sire: CH Navistar’s Cruise Control
Dam: CH Rebholzer Iron Butterfly
Area of Certification: Human Remains
Detection. Member of Michigan Search
and Rescue.

Swift Run’s Warrior
Call name: “Porter” • DOB March 16, 2008
Owner: Bonnie Guzman
Titles: CGC BH RA STP1 WAC
Certified in Human Remains Detection/
Obedience, NAPWDA 2010-2016
Historic Human Remains Detection

Gravin Garmina vd Accani
CD TD WAC BH CGC
Call name: “Tyndre” • DOB May 28, 2007
Handler: Michelle L. Limoges
Sire: Jim vom Aurachgrund CD AD GFFB
SG1A WAC CGC Therapy Dg, SchH3
Dam: Beretta vd Accani BH
Area of Certification: Live find search dog
with Search and Rescue Dog Association
of Alberta, Canada

Swift Run’s Hell Hath No Fury
Call name: “Octavia” • DOB July 12, 2012
Owner: Bonnie Guzman
Titles: WAC
Certified in Human Remains Detection/
Obedience – NAPWDA 2014-2015

Raksha’s MMMMMystere
WAC CD CGC
Call name: “Parquetta” • DOB June 13, 2005
Handler: Michelle L. Limoges
Sire: CH Wittrocks ZZZZZaron CD AD
CGC WAC SchH3
Dam: Raksha’s Witchie Woman
Area of Certification: Human Remains
Detection dog with Search and Rescue
Dog Association of Alberta, Canada

Gracie CGC, Level III HRD
Call name: “Gracie”
Owner/Handler: Paul Schneegass
Gracie was adopted from Kansas City
Doberman Rescue
Specialty: Human Remains Detection
Gracie is a member of Snow Alley Search
and Recovery

First Stryk’s Debussy's
Clair De Lune CGC, SAR-HRD
Call name: “Clair”
Owner/Handler: Lori Frame Schneegass
Breeder: Tiffany Mahaffey Brizendine
Specialty: Human Remains Detection
Clair is a member of Snow Alley Search
and Recovery

Congratulations to each of these UDC
SAR dogs and their owners who work as
a team to track and locate missing
persons in all situations.

RBIMBS UKC/BOS UDC/INT'L/NAT
CH U-SJ Titan's Summer Lightning
Strikes Twice CGC TDI CAX TT BH
ATT WAC RATI NS-J VCX HIT RATN
AD RM-J BSA-E3A CD
Call name: “Summer”
Owner/Handler: Diane Linstrom
Breeder: Titan Doberman
Summer has passed her SASAR Level 2 HRD
test and SASAR Building test
Area of Specialty: Human Remains Detection
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The following list includes active Search and Rescue Dobermans
living in the United States by area of specialty. We apologize if any dogs were left out.

ARES SAGE SIMON
02/23/2008 • Dog.
Breeders: Paul and Linda Simmons

GRACIE CGC
07/13/2011 • Bitch
Rescue: Kansas City Doberman Rescue
Owner: Paul Schneegass
Team: Snow Alley Search and Recovery

UDC CH BEJA’S REDNECK BROTHER RUDY SchH1,
ZTP, CDX, TDI, OB1, NW1, CGC
IPWDA certified
09/11/2007 • Dog
Breeders: Anthony and Marylyn De Gregorio
By Bell’lavoro Augustus IPO 3 x Cara’s Katrina
Owners: Anthony and Marylyn De Gregorio

JOE PETE CGC
Michigan Search and Rescue certified, IPWADA certified Human
Remains Land Search and Human Remains Crime Scene
8/14/2010 • Dog
Rescue: St. Louis Doberman Rescue
Owner: Cris Bean
Team: Michigan Search and Rescue

DAGGAR’S NEVER REGRET A MOMENT CD
06/22/2008 • Bitch
Breeder: Shannon Kiley
By Outlaw v d Horringhauser Hoh x Red Rum's
Bloody Dagger Prophecy
Owner: Shannon Kiley

MAMABA KEATHLY
12/01/2007
Breeder: Shannon Kiley
Owner: Eric Keathly

Human Remains Detection

DAGGAR’S SAVOR THE MOMENT
06/22/2008 • Bitch
Breeder: Shannon Kiley
By Outlaw v d Horringhauser Hoh x Red Rum's
Bloody Dagger Prophecy
Owner: Shannon Kiley
FIRST STRYK’S DEBUSSY’S CLAIR DE LUNE CGC,
SAR-HRD
Michigan Search and Rescue certified
05/05/2013 • Bitch
Breeder: Tiffany Brizendine
Owner: Lori Schneegass
Team: Snow Alley Search and Recovery
FIRST STRYK’S ROYAL PURPLE
NAPWDA certified
02/18/2007 • Bitch
Breeder: Tiffany Brizendine
By Kob Black Gong x Irinland Emili Ester
Owners: Irene Korotov and Dave Korotev
Team: Missouri Search and Rescue
28
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MASAYA’S ALL ABOUT ATTITUDE
Indiana K9 Search Specialists • Certified by Law Enforcement
Training Specialists in Cadaver
12/30/2008 • Bitch
Breeder: Brandi Williams
By Arras V. Moeller Hof x Swift Run’s Volcan Masaya
Owner: Gail Cramer
TAKODA SWIFTRUNS AGIR
NASAR HRD certified *
05/28/2005 • Dog
Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
By Agir Miss Jakoso x Swift Run’s All That Jazz
Owner: Brian Kennedy
REBHOLZER ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRACE OF THE
BLOOD MOON CGC, SAR-HRD
Michigan Search and Rescue certified
04/12/2014 • Dog
Breeder: Traci Mulligan
By Navistar’s Cruise Control x Rebholzer Iron Butterfly
Owner: Pam S. Burns
Team: Michigan Search and Rescue
UDC Focus • Spring 2016

Trailing

REBHOLZER SEA THE STARS CGC, SAR-HRD
Michigan Search and Rescue certified
03/25/2015 • Dog
Breeder: Traci Mulligan
By Incredible Fidelis x Rebholzer Iron Butterfly
Owner: Maria Ciski
Team: Snow Alley Search and Recovery

KATRINA KAY NEIGH
Type 1 Urban and Wilderness Trailing dog
05/08/2006 • Bitch
Owner: Davene King
TAKODA SWIFTRUNS AGIR
NASAR Trailing and HRD*
05/28/2005 • Dog
Breeder: Tammy Weldon
By Agir Miss Jakoso x Swift Run’s All That Jazz
Owner: Brian Kennedy

SWIFT RUN’S HELL HATH NO FURY CGC, HRD
NAPWDA certified
07/12/12 • USA • Bitch
Breeder: Tammy Weldon
By Swift Run's Takoda Agir x Eisch von Kolland Kro
Owner: Bonnie Guzman
SWIFT RUN’S WARRIOR BH, RA, STP, WAC HRD
03/16/2008 • USA • Dog
Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
By Swift Run’s Magnum Enforcer x Asti V. Rubenhof
Owner: Bonnie Guzman
SWIFT RUN’S LACEY RIZZOLI
In training for HRD with MI-TF1 and Michigan Search and Rescue
07/16/15 • Bitch
Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
By Cabo Von Mueller Hof x Swift Run's Eischa
Owner: Cris Bean
Team: Michigan Search and Rescue
RBIMBS UKC/BOX UDC/INT’L/NAT CH U-SJ
Titan’s Summer Lightning Strikes Twice
CGC, TDI, CAX, TT, BN, ATT, WAC, RATI NS-J,
VCX, HIT, RATN, AD, RM-J, BSA-E3A CD
06/01/2011 • Bitch
Breeder: Titan Dobermans
Owners: Diane Linstrom
Team: Snow Alley Search and Recovery
RAKSHA’S MMMMMYSTERE CD, WAC, CGN
SARDAA certified
06/13/2005 • Bitch
Breeder: Kathleen Graves
By Wittrock's ZzzzzAaron x Raksha's
Witchy Woman v Deerun
Owner: Michelle Limoges (Canada)

Wilderness Air Scent
BELL’LAVORO TORNARE STRYKER
11/12/2012 • Dog
Breeder: Vicky Brachfeld
By Zamu Les Deux Peupliers x Black Adamant Allegra
Owners: Julianne and Ricardo Ferado
GRAVIN GARMINA VON DER ACCANI
CD, TD, WAC, BH, CGN
SAR • Live SARDAA
05/28/2007 • Bitch
Breeders: Britta and Jim Closson
By Jim v Aurachgrund x Beretta von der Accani
Owner: Michelle Limoges (Canada)

SWIFT RUN’S LOBO
In training for Trailing • Missouri Search and Rescue K-9
07/16/15 • USA • Dog
Breeder: Tammy Marshall Weldon
By Cabo Von Mueller Hof x Swift Run’s Eischa
Owner: Irene Korotev
Team: Missouri Search and Rescue
WITTROCK’S JAZZZZZELLE CDX, CGC, RN, TD, VC
Urban Trailing
Breeder: Bonnie Wittrock
Owners: Chris and Ruth Franke
Team: Pacific Northwest Search Dogs

Disaster
SOLSTORM’S QUEST OF THE SUN
Training for Disaster with OH-TF1, MI-TF1
and Michigan Search and Rescue
08/26/2015 • Dog
Breeder: Diane Linstorm
By First Stryk’s Deadliest Catch x Titan’s Summer Lightning
Owner: Rayanne Chamberlain
Teams: Michigan Search and Rescue, Michigan
Task Force, Ohio Task Force
BRODY
Live Find Disaster Specialist in training
Michigan Search and Rescue, Michigan Task Force
Owner: Lisa Zang

Retired
IRINLAND EMILI ESTER BH
HRD
04/19/2005 • Russia • Bitch
Breeder: Tatiana Kulchenko
By Irinland Fawn Furios x Irinland Evita Eden
Owner: Tiffany Brizendine
FIRST STRYK’S WAGNER FLIGHT OF THE VALKYRIES
SAR
05/05/2013 • USA • Bitch
Breeder: Tiffany Brizendine
Owner: Becky Jorgenson

* Certified in 2 specialties and listed under both.
Spring 2016 • UDC Focus
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HOW TIME FLIES
Your Aging Search Dog

by Michelle Limoges
ith some luck, eventually SAR dog handlers will
have the privilege of having an old dog as a search
partner. I say ‘privilege’ because by the time your
dog is termed a senior, you and your K9 partner will have
developed a special working relationship. Together you will
have passed many certification tests, experienced many
scenarios in training and in the field, and will have grown
to know each other very well. So long as your older K9 is
energetic and still enjoying the game, it’s all good!
Dogs are considered ‘senior’ when they are seven or older.
The dog food companies, veterinarians and the Canadian
and American Kennel Clubs use this age as a guideline.
Changes that happen when a dog ages are often subtle
and occur slowly; they may seem to appear overnight, but

they’ve likely taken place over months or years. You will
probably notice physical and mental changes. In addition
to that greying muzzle and stiff joints, you may notice
behaviors that are new, or behaviors that are now gone.
Each individual is different! The point is that you should be
aware of, and prepared for, the changes that occur.
Of course, it’s important to keep a close eye on your
working partner’s general health throughout his or her life;
it’s especially important as they age. Establishing a working
relationship with a trusted veterinarian early in your dog’s
life is very important. Together you can work to ensure your
partner is well looked after.
Who hasn’t observed a dog that begins to appear stiff
when rising? Every dog is different, and you may notice
mild to major changes in behavior due to joint stiffness.

Photo above: Parka, age 10. Photo by Michelle Limoges
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This stiffness manifested itself most dramatically in my
human-remains-detection dog’s alert. I had noticed that she
has some trouble lying down and getting up at home. Her
alert is — well, was — a down and bark. At a scent source,
she got slower to lie down but she still barked. When I
finally realized the issue, I let her alert morph into her
personal little dance, play bow and bark; she continued to
pinpoint with her nose without fail, but from a stand, not a
down. So there it was — the alert was solid, but because she
probably finds it uncomfortable to lie down, she adapted to
something a bit different that still works for us.
Then there is energy level. Frankly, our older dogs do
slow down somewhat, and we just need to be cognizant
that they may get tired sooner. In the last year or two, on
day-long searches, I find that frequent breaks are essential
to maintain the senior dog’s enthusiasm and energy level.
Typically, I stop my dog every hour for a break that includes
a drink, snack and a lie down for five to 10 minutes.
Lameness should be looked after in consultation with
your trusted veterinarian. Often lameness will subside with
rest, so be prepared to rest a dog if this helps. Sometimes
meds can be used, but I think everyone will agree that if
you can avoid meds, you should. Hot or cold packs and
swimming can help too. Chronic lameness needs special
care. Work with your vet!

One area that I hadn’t considered previously is our
dog’s aging eyesight. American College of Veterinary
Ophthalmologists (ACVO) offers a free eye clinic in Canada
and the United States each year. I recommend you take
advantage of this clinic and get your K9’s eyes checked by
a board-certified specialist. The specialist I consulted
observed changes in my old dog’s eyes a couple of years ago,
and I subsequently noticed her having a closer look at the
stairs in the house before descending. The specialist had
observed that her closeup vision has deteriorated — I would
never have known without that exam.
These are just a few of the things that might occur with
our older search dogs. I’m sure there are many others that I
have not yet experienced.
One final note: For your aging canine partner’s sake,
retire him or her with dignity when it’s time, and before
you are forced to do so. Most handlers do not realize
that their dog should be retired since they are so used to
seeing the dog everyday and don’t recognize the changes.
One suggestion is to engage the help of a trusted SAR
teammate who can let you know when the time has
come to retire. Our retired K9s will still enjoy fun search
problems on a limited scale — after all, they will get
their reward toy and that’s what counts! Meanwhile,
enjoy your time together. O
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The Road to

O

by Pam Burns

ur road started nearly two years ago when I contacted Traci
Mulligan about getting a puppy from her to do search with.
The “Moon” litter was born, and plans were made. At the
beginning of June 2014, when pups were 7 1/2 weeks of age,
Rayanne and I made a fast trip from Michigan to Vermont to test
this wonderful litter. I came home with my Trace, and high hopes
for the future.
The first month or so, his search training entailed a lot of
imprinting on the various human-remains scents he would
encounter. Dinner and HR became synonymous, a good thing
since he is a chowhound! During this time, he progressed into

Right: Pam Burns and Rock Mountain
Rebholzer “Trace” of the Blood Moon, CGC,
Human Remains Detection Canine.
Above: Trace at work in a variety of locations.
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Certification
giving me a spontaneous sit indication. It was truly clean and
pretty. Bonus: I didn’t have to fix him or worry about him
trying to pick up, grab or eat the HR (been there, done that).
He began doing small searches for all types of remains in
various weather conditions, distractions and times of day.
When I felt he was ready and he’d accomplished all his
check offs for Level 1, I requested and took the test, passing
with flying colors. This was September 2014. Our Level 1
test mean that the dog is capable of finding independently,
both bone and decomp, has commitment to the source,
gives a trained indication and does not disturb the source.
We began working on our Level 2 skills. The dogs get
additional things thrown at them to expand their knowledge
of how scent works. For instance, they are introduced to
building search, water, lightly buried and slightly elevated.
The amount of area they are supposed to cover in their
searching increases, thereby increasing the level of team
work. The handler has to trust the dog since this is all off
leash. The dog has to be responsive to the handler and not
run off. This is the time when the search dog all of a sudden
realizes its handler is nasally challenged and that dogs are in
control of the search. Mom/Dad is just there to hand out
the treats/toys.
Level 2 and 3 are when the glitches appear. Part of it
can be age and part can be a gap in the training. It’s not
uncommon to try to test and, all of a sudden, you find this
out. For Level 1, you’re usually riding high and your puppy
wants to please you. But by the time pups get to 6 or 8
months, their independence kicks in. I’ve had to take a deep
breath, back up and not push so hard. Having said that,
Trace likes a challenge and loves to work. But, as we found
out, he wants to do it himself and Mom needs to get out of
his air space and just let him roll.
Having previously trained four Dobes, it’s really hard not
to fall into the trap of working this one like the previous
dog. Sometimes you just have to throw your hands up and
say okay I give, we’ll do it your way. Then it usually falls
into place. Trace is not Andor, who wasn’t Copper, who wasn’t Sage or Cedar. The good news is, all the predecessors
have given me lots of tools in my toolbox to draw on. The
one thing I’m finally getting through my head is to listen to
my dog and quit comparing.
Level 2 was passed the end of December 2014. Onward
and upward to Level 3. This entailed longer searching, more
building work, learning how to work on a long line (which
is often used when working along busy roads checking
ditches). Field control, directing the dog to a specific area,
extensive water work, snow, mud, sand, clay, dirt and gravel
buried. Proofing off distractions, methane, animals, food
and whatever else we can come up with. Elevated, as in up
in a tree or a ceiling. Overlapping scent.
There’s a building test at this level. The dog is required to
search 3,000 sq. ft. We did Trace’s test at a grade school. Part
of it turned into a double blind. I sent him down the hall to
do a hasty check to see if any room in particular drew him
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in. The first room on the right did. In less than 30 seconds,
he indicated. So pretty and clean. Then I saw the look on
the evaluators’ faces and I was devastated. I told them that
based on how he behaved, I can’t believe he’s wrong. One of
them went to check, and it turned out that another team
unknowingly placed its source right where he indicated.
They hadn’t realized we were using that hall of rooms for a
test. I got my heart back out of my throat and continued on
with the test. Again, he very quickly found the source that
the evaluators had placed. The evaluators decided at that
point to just end the test. All told, the search time was two
minutes. Trace likes buildings.
I took some time to get him through Level 3 as he was
going through the Doberman “I think I’m a man” and “I’m
going to be a jackass” adolescent phase. We finally tested in
August 2015 when he decided to become cooperative again.
For whatever reason, between one year and about 18
months or so, they go through this, just like teenage humans.
In MISAR, after the dogs pass Level 3, they are deployable.
They are usually given what is termed “rest of the world”
sectors to gain experience working, but not a high-priority
sector. We also use this time to tweak anything that
needs improvement.
In October 2015, Trace passed his certification test. It’s
a mentally grueling test for the handler, and physically
exhausting for both dog and handler. There are four sectors
that can cover anything you might encounter, including a
negative sector.
Tests are set up to be fair and consistent. A certified dog
is on hand in case a glitch happens. Glitches can and do
occur, despite all precautions. We had a test where a rather
large bone just simply wasn’t presenting. We ran the
certified dog and got nothing. They literally had to put
their nose on it before they realized it was there. The look
of surprise on the examiner’s face was priceless. This double
check ensures it was the setup/conditions at fault as
opposed to the testing dog not performing.
It took us 18 months to finish Level 3. Could we have
done it quicker? Probably. But I needed to make sure my
dog had his ducks in a row and allow him the time to
mature. The general rule we give people is, it’s going to take
at least two years to get a dog up and running. Someone
who has done this for a while can get it done sooner. I tell
my HR handlers, don’t do what I do. I’ve been doing this for
a long time. I know when to push and when to back off,
when to jump around and when to be linear. A newer
handler needs to be linear to do it correctly.
Each dog has taught me something. Cedar was my
all-around dog. He was the one I learned on, and he taught
me the lessons I needed to make each successive dog better.
Sage taught me that all those people who were looking to
prey drive to create a SAR dog were wrong. It’s the hunt,
please and play drives. I don’t want or need prey drive. It
hinders you in the field. Copper showed me what a savant
dog looks like. He could knock out a cemetery like no other
dog I’ve ever met. Andor taught me how a good HRD/
historical dog looks, and how I had to work harder to get
him to be open to new people and dogs. Trace so far has
taught me to get out of his way and just let him work.
He doesn’t need me until it’s time for the reward. Each
successive dog has made me a better trainer.
Our journey to certification has had its ups and downs.
I’ve shed tears and had some laughs along the way. But we
made it — we’re a team. Time to go train! O
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Sol Storms Quest of the Sun
and the
Puppy Project

by Rayanne Chamberlain

Obviously, the last four months haven’t been all sweetven though I’d already been talking with Diane
ness and light. After the hundredth time Quest snuck
Linstrom about a puppy, when I lost Bristol I wasn’t
upstairs to leave a pile rather than doing it when he was outsure I even wanted to continue with search-and-rescue
side, my patience was worn thin. And after having a daily
work. That whole time was a roller coaster of emotions for
hunt for slippers or shoes or lip balm that mysteriously went
me, but when Quest and his littermates were born, I stalked
missing, the cuteness factor does pale. But overall, Quest has
Diane’s Facebook page several times a day, feeling excited
been an easy puppy. He shares that great Doberman spirit.
when there were new pictures of the little sunbursts and
He’s smart. To date, there has been nothing he wouldn’t try
disappointed when no new photos were posted. That was how
and nothing he wouldn’t do again even if it didn’t go all
I knew I wasn’t ready to leave that part of my life behind.
I was a bundle of nerves as we
traveled to Kentucky. What if it
didn’t work out? What if Diane
Quest is rewarded for
changed her mind? What if? What
negotiating a flat ladder.
if? The puppies were wonderful.
Every one of them was bold,
confident, curious and focused. The
work Diane did with them as they
developed created puppies that
were using their noses,
willing to explore all kinds of new
environments and responsive to
people. I was left with a truly
difficult choice — two of the boys
tested wonderfully. The difference
was so slight that either puppy
would have been a wonderful
candidate, but I had to choose.
In the end, I chose the little blue
collar boy because he liked to
possess toys and would play with
them a little (very little) more
independently than the other boy.
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that well. My husband says he’d jump
through a flaming hoop for a yummy
treat! He has wiggled his way into our
hearts, made us laugh and kept us on
our toes.
So, what does the Puppy Project mean
to me? It’s an amazing program. SAR is a
lifestyle, not a hobby. We train almost
daily in all kinds of weather, if we’re sick,
tired, it’s late or we have to drive an hour
for a helper. All our training and
deploying is done as volunteers, which
means all expenses come out of our
own pockets. Believe me,
we’d still do it without
the Puppy Project.
I wouldn’t trade a single
one of my previous
dogs (most of whom
were rescues), but the
chance to have such
a high-quality puppy
as Quest is such
an extraordinary
opportunity, it is
one I intend to
make the most of.
You can follow
Quest’s training at
his Facebook
page, Quest
the Disaster
Dober-Dude. O
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Quest during a
series of SAR
training exercises.
Above: Quest
finds a human
in a closed cabinet.
Left: Going through
a tunnel. Below:
Making his way
through a ruble pile.
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Swift Run’s Lacey Rizzoli
by Christine Bean

veryone needs good friends in their life. The kind that
push you to fulfill dreams and encourage you to do so
with lots of reality checks. It helps when those friends
are Doberman people with the experience of having raised
many of their own. I am one of those lucky people who
have friends like this.
Two special ladies encouraged me to get my first
Doberman, Joe Pete. But they were not content for me to
ride out my SAR career with just one dog. Oh no, they
started on me to get a puppy. They encouraged me to apply
to the UDC Puppy Project. Time went by and all was good
as I continued learning and working with Joe Pete.
Then I got this phone call: “You are going to get a
puppy!” I think I was in shock for quite a while. It took
some time to process. Two dogs? ME? What? Then they said
“You need a little girl.” You have got to be kidding me, I
thought. I loved my gentle boy Joe Pete, a sweet, clownish
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boy. I had watched one of these ladies train a female Dobe,
and those first few months were not easy. But they made it
very clear to me why I needed a female: It would not be fair
to get a male and forever be comparing him to Joe Pete.
In September of this past year, these two ladies, my
fellow teammates, traveled to Kentucky with me to meet
and test Tammy Marshall-Weldon’s Swift Run puppies. And
oh my, what fun to see those wonderful little pups. Each
puppy was already showing personality and strengths. I was
watching for that one little girl that would tug on my heart,
that one that might be a good candidate as a Human
Remains Detection dog and also show promise for disaster
work. Then out came the little girl, Miss Purple Collar. She
pranced over the obstacles. Then she barked. Oh yes, a little
attitude, but she barked! More testing showed no aversion
to source and a good hunt drive, but it was that bark that
did it for me.
UDC Focus • Spring 2016

Miss Purple
Collar became Swift
Run’s Lacey
Rizzoli. Why the
name choice?
That came about
with the help of
a teammate who
suggested using
the names from
the television
detective series
Cagney and
Lacey and
Rizzoli and
Isles. The name fits her, and she is known by Rizzy.
It only took Rizzy a few days to assert herself into
her new home. She can be very independent. This
will be great later when she is working on a rubble
pile. And she is already showing great work
ethic. It is fun to watch and see her joy
when she is searching for sources. Her
bark indication is coming along fine, and
she has added a bounce to the bark,
which cracks me up.
Now obedience work is a different story.
Rizzy doesn’t think much of heeling, it’s full speed
ahead or not at all. She will sit on command
since I started sharing my frozen blueberries at
breakfast. Now she sits whenever I open the
freezer door! And her down is more like a hard
flop to the floor.
Rizzy has a little friend. One of the ladies
mentioned previously also got a UDC SAR
puppy, and it has been fun to train together.
And that obedience? We signed up for a class
together so we could share our misery and
embarrassment. We are actually enjoying the
classes, though we are exhausted afterwards
from working so hard. And somehow these two
goofball dogs manage to redeem themselves.
They are the class clowns, but those recalls?
NO problem! How about a run through a
tunnel? Oh yes, they can show those other
dogs how to do that in two seconds flat.
I continue to be amazed that little Rizzy
has come into my life through the UDC SAR
Puppy Project. I never expected to have the
opportunity to work with a dog such as her.
I look at her and see her beauty and the
potential of what she will be. Thank you,
Tammy Marshall-Weldon, for your wonderful
gift to me via the UDC SAR Puppy Project. I hope we make
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you proud. I also need to thank the two ladies who have
been encouraging me in this world of search and rescue,
Rayanne Chamberlain and Pam Burns. Thank you. And yes,
you were right. A female was the right choice. O
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eptember 29, 2014, will be a date I will never forget.
It was the day the veterinarian called me to confirm my
fears that Citta had lymphoma. My world just fell apart.
For 9 ½ years I’d done everything I was supposed to do.
I took her to the vet for checkups regularly, I feed her a raw
diet, she was not over vaccinated, I did not pollute her with
flea and tick meds, I did not use pesticides on my lawn.
And yet despite all my best efforts, my one and only
Citta had cancer.
I am very vigilant with my dogs, as most of us are. And
while some may find that annoying and over-the-top, had
I not been so aware of my dog’s normal and not-normal
behaviors, I would have caught this much later and the
outcome may not have been as promising.
A few weeks before her diagnosis, I noticed she was
breathing differently. This would not have been a noticeable
change for anyone outside of Citta’s immediate family.
I dismissed it slightly at first, until I noticed it was not
going away. I took her to the vet; they checked her over
thoroughly and didn’t find anything of signifigance. So we
went home to “watch” her. A week or two went by, and the
breathing issue had not gotten worse, nor had it gone away,
and I noticed that Citta looked thinner. She’s always been
pretty fit, never overweight, and active. During this entire
time she never missed a meal, and ate like she always has —
as though I’d never fed her before and she was starving.
Back to the vet, and this time, after feeling around, I saw
the doctors face when she palpated her neck lymph nodes.
We did a fine-needle aspirate and I waited for the results.
I found that lymphoma is one of the most treatable
malignant cancers in dogs. Lymphoma rarely exists in a
single organ or location. It is often described as a “systemic”
(body-wide) disease. Chemotherapy is considered the
primary choice of treatment. Approximately 80 to 90
percent of dogs will respond to chemotherapy treatment
and have all signs of the lymphoma disappear for a period
of time.
So that was positive. I was given my two choices:
1. Pursue chemotherapy, which would consist of a total
of 18 to 24 treatments. The first 11 treatments would be
weekly, and then every other week thereafter. And run me
about $8,000 to $10,000. That is not including the missed
time from work or the travel expenses.
2. Put her on prednisone alone, keep her happy and as
comfortable as possible, and prepare for her to leave me in
approximately one to two months.
The choice was easy for me, the reason being because
two years prior I had made the decision to purchase pet
insurance on my dogs. Having that insurance is what
provided me the opportunity to go through with
the chemotherapy.
Since I decided to go ahead with chemotherapy, we
needed to find out what type of lymphomas she had, so
we sent out a sample. It came back a few days later, telling
us she had type B small cell lymphoma, which, in the
big scheme of things, is the better of the types. She was
categorized stage 4 out of 5 due to the possibility of her
liver and spleen being involved. She weighed 57 lbs. — she
usually weighed around 64 lbs.

by Erica Green
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but eventually started gaining weight. Once she got
back to her normal weight, I continued to feed her
more to put a few extra pounds on her in case she
got sick. She never did.
She never vomited or had diarrhea. And I would
consider her lethargic only one day out of the entire
time. All the rest of the time, she was her normal
bossy bitch self.
In total, Trupanion paid me more than $6,500 for
Citta’s treatments! Shameless plug for Trupanion:
They are the most compassionate group of people!
I received payment within two days of my claims
being submitted, with the checks directly deposited
into my back account. Trupanion never questioned
my claims, and I never once had a hard time
receiving reimbursement.
At the time I’m writing this article, it is just a
few days shy of the anniversary of Citta’s initial
diagnosis. Since then she has celebrated her 10th
birthday, and continues to boss me around every
single day while also ruling the house over her two
housemates. She is the absolute light of my life.
While I’m no expert on the subject, I welcome
anyone going through this to contact me if they
have any questions or if they just need someone
who has been through it to listen.
Hug your dogs. Cherish every precious minute
with them. O

She was started that day on chemo. She would be on the
CHOP program, which consists Asparaginase, Vincristine,
Doxorubicin and Cytoxan. In addition to the weekly
chemotherapy treatment, she was put on prednisone. Over
the next several months, the pred dosage would be gradually
reduced until she would be completely off of it by the time
her treatments were completed.
We collectively decided to replace Doxorubicin with
Mitoxantrone. Doxorubincin can have an adverse effect on
the heart, causing congestive heart failure and, given she is a
Doberman and prone to heart issues, we didn’t want to poke
the bear, even though Citta’s yearly echos have always been
perfect and there are no issues with her heart.
So from Oct. 2 to Nov. 20, 2014, we traveled weekly to
the onocolgist for chemo and bloodwork. I was told that
after the first four treatments, she was considered in
remission. YAY! We then moved to every other week for
treatment. Then on March 19, 2015, Citta “graduated”
from chemotherapy, still in remission.
After her last chemo treatment, we went to the oncologist
once a month to check bloodwork and look her over. In
August 2015, we started going every other month.
During Citta’s treatments there were a few days she
would be off her food for about a day and a half, so I would
feed her whatever junk she wanted to eat. She lost a few
more pounds during the first several weeks of treatments,
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Live life for the moment because
everything else is uncertain!
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— Louis Tomlinson
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This is the section where all UDC members can publicize the recent accomplishments earned by you and your
dog. This is one of the advantages of your UDC membership. We will publicize any title you have earned at
any recognized canine organization. This is all about you and your dog!

• Accomplishments earned October 31, 2015, to March 1, 2016 •

IPO

Rally

Summer Melillo and “Jett”
Jett von Pontiffhaus OA OAJ NF WAC CGC IPO3
AD RS-O JS-E-OP GS-E RN CD
New IPO3 (4th USCA SE Regional and High Scoring Female)

Anne Lincoln and Mallori Scott and “Tripel”
Aura’s Huntress BN RE NA OF CGC
New RE

Susan Hood and “Lyra”
Lyra vom Landgraf IPO1
New PO1 and High protection 95p.
This is Susan’s first IPO 1!

Maria Ciski and “River”
Rebholzer Sea the Stars CGC, SAR-HRD
New Certification in Human Remains Detection

Agility
Summer Melillo and “Jonesy”
ATCH Summer’s Lost Ark Raider MX MXJ MJB
XF T2B CGC RS-E JS-E-SP GS-E-OP
New ATCH
Summer Melillo and “Jett”
Jett von Pontiffhaus NA OAJ NF WAC CGC IPO3
AD RS-O JS-E-OP, GS-E RN C
New JS-E-OP
Anne Lincoln and Mallori Scott and “Tripel”
Aura’s Huntress BN RE NA OF CGC
New NA and OF

Search and Rescue

Lori Schneegass and “Clair”
First Stryk’s Debussy’s Clair De Lune CGC, SAR-HRD
New Certification in Human Remains Detection
Diane Linstrom and “Summer”
RBIMBS UKC/BOX UDC/INT’L/NAT CH U-SJ Titan’s
Summer Lightning Strikes Twice CGC, TDI, CAX, TT, BN,
ATT, WAC, RATI NS-J, VCX, HIT, RATN, AD, RM-J, BSA-E3A CD
New Building Search Certification Test –
Snow Alley Search and Recovery
New Level II Human Remains Detection –
Snow Alley Search and Recovery
Paul Schneegass and “Grace”
New Level III Human Remains Detection Test – MISAR

Conformation
Christi Rhyne and Bunny Lanning and “Moria”
AKC CH/UKC CH Lothlorien Reign in Moria CGC
New UKC Championship

Canine Good Citizen
Summer Melillo and Ally Smith and “Aiko”
Elara’s Aiko vom Herleven CGC
New CGC
Anne Lincoln and Mallori Scott and “Tripel”
Aura’s Huntress BN RE NA OF CGC
New CGC
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UDC Versatility Committee Report
Summer 2015 by Julianne Ferado, UDC Versatility Committee
Congratulations to the following very special Dobermans and their proud owners
for their attainment of the VC and VCX titles during the months of January and February 2016!

Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX)
2/22/2016

Can/UDC CH Cara's After Dark, CAN CD,UDCCD,AGN,BH,CGN,ROMC,ATT,STT,TT,AADC,VMGDC,CRN,RPT
Owned and loved by Sue Morrissey

Versatility Companion (VC)
1/20/2016

UKC CH, ICKC Grand CH Jerilyn Blackwater's Pindar Bewitched, CD, BH, T1, RN, CGC
Owned and loved by John Marinos

1/25/2016

Ace's Wild II, BH, WAC, ATTS, CGC, AD
Owned and loved by Jackie Spratt

Send me your new and updated Versatility Profile Questionnaires for the quarterly “Versatility Spotlight” feature in Focus!
Don’t pass up this unique opportunity for recognition of your Doberman companion and your accomplishments together
as a working team!
If you have a VC or VCX title and would like to submit or update your Versatility Profile Questionnaire, please call or write
and I will be happy to send you a new questionnaire. If you have earned new titles since your VC or VCX title was awarded,
let me know and I will be pleased to announce your new titles in the next Versatility report!
If you would like more information on the UDC Versatility program or a VC-VCX application, please print out the
Versatility Title Requirements and Application Form from the UDC website at www.uniteddobermanclub.com, or call me
at (425) 226-4810 (evenings, or anytime to leave a message), or contact me at my email address: feradobes@gmail.com.
Julianne Ferado, UDC Versatility Committee, P.O. Box 58455, Renton, WA 98058-1455

UDC Versatility Companion (VC) Titles
Compiled by Julie Ferado, UDC Verstility Title Registrar •
Date Title
Awarded

Dog Name

through February 2016

Owner(s)

4/7/92...............CARLO VOM DONAUTAL, SCHHI, B, CDX, WAC, GHC...........................................................................................Donald H. Marlowe
4/7/92...............BA/CAN/ PR/CH PRANCING PONY’S J. GABRIEL, AM - CAN - PR CD, TT, GHC ...................................................Sharon Renae Barzen
34/12/92...........BARETTA VOM DONAUTAL, SCHHI, B, WAC, GHC.................................................................................................................Gail Dodd
6/8/92...............CAMDEN’S SUNSHINE, CDX, WAC, TDI, CGC.............................................................................................................Cathy L. Camden
6/28/92.............BOSS VOM DONAUTAL, TD, T1, B, GSSD READY-SEARCH ..............................................................................................Ricardo Ferado
6/28/92.............SATAN’S MIDNIGHT WARRIOR III, B, SCHHII, AD .....................................................................................................Curtis S. Northrup
7/5/92...............PHONIX VOM NORDEN STAMM, SCHHIII, CD, TD, FH, WAC ......................................................................................Sue Kelly-Walsh
8/13/92.............FALKENBURGS ILLISSA V D NIEUWE LOOT, B, CGC, ATT .................................................................Wolfgang and Claudia Pfirrmann
10/5/92.............CH WIKING DE NIEUWE LOOT VAN STEVINHAGE, IPOI, ZTP ........................................Jack and Ella Kooy and Wolfgang Pfirrmann
10/15/92...........INVERUREY’S FRENCH FANTASY, UD, SCHHIII, GHC, WAC, ATT, D-CD.......................................................................Ellen L. Higgins
10/25/92...........PRANCING PONY DANA V WARLOCK, CD, TD, B, SCHHI, WH, WAC ..........................................................................Julianne Ferado
11/10/92...........GRAVIN ONYX VOM NEERLAND STAMM, CDX, B, SCHIII, WH, GHC, CGC, TDI......Paulette and G. Price Bethel and Mary Rodgers
11/23/92...........COPYRIGHT PROTECTED KRISTOFF, CD, T1, SCHHI, ATT.........................................................................................Linda Ann Tobiasz
11/24/92...........ROYOLYN EIGHTEEN-TWELVE, AM/CAN CD, TD, T1, WAC, SAR...........................................................................Michelle L. Limoges
4/4/93...............A SPICY LADY V D ZIEGELHAUS, TD, T1, ATT, SAR.............................................................................Shirley M. and David Hammond
8/26/93.............ECLIPSE VOM DONAUTAL, B, WAC, CGC ...........................................................................................................................Gail B. Dodd
10/12/93...........ALEXA VOM DONAUTAL, CD, B, SCHHI, WH, GHC, WAC, CGC, ATTS...............................................................................Sue W. Hall
10/26/93...........AMAITA VON DE ARACOURURO, B, SCHHI, WAC, CGC, TT ........................................................................................Luis M. Vazquez
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5/21/94.............SHADY ACRE’S IDEAL MR. SPOCK, BH, SCHII, UD, ATT, CGC............................................................................................Beverly Press
7/1/94...............PANDA VON DYNASTY, CDX, B, TD, SCHHII .................................................................................Dennis Helm and Melodie Limpach
10/1/94.............ONDRA VOM BINSELBERG, B, SCHHI, WAC, CGC, ATTS ..............................................................................................Luis M. Vazquez
2/4/95...............ECHO VOM DONAUTAL, CD, B, GHC, WAC, CGC................................................................................................................Sue W. Hall
5/31/95.............CH KANSA’S INTOXICATIN’ AQUARIUS, CD, ROM, CGC, TDI ..........................................................................................Julie K. Stade
6/30/95.............TIKA VON ROYAL GIN, B, UDC ATT, CGC .................................................................................................Nellie Walter and DeDe Beck
4/12/96.............CH BJF A MIDSUMMER-NIGHT’S DREAM, CD, TDI,CGC ...............................................................Jim Briley and Mark and Julie Stade
4/19/96.............AGAPE’S SEASONS OF THE LION, CD, BH, CGC, ATT......................................................................Connie Galloway and Mollie Stroff
7/28/96.............SENTINEL SPELCASTER V ZYSING, CD, B, OFA, ATT, CGC ..............................................................David Stroff and Cathy L. Camden
12/23/96...........YUKON VOM WEISEN HAUS, SchH III, ZTP SG1A, CD, CGC, TDI..................................................................................Soile Jarvenpaa
2/21/97.............SENTINEL’S SPECTER, B, WAC, CGC .............................................................................................................................Cathy L. Camden
5/15/97.............U-CD MISS PEGASUS SUE, UDX, WAC, CGC ....................................................................................................................Nancy Brunker
9/17/97.............RED OAK’S AUBREY, AKC-CKC CDX,D-CD,B,TI,SCHH1,GHC,WAC,STT,CGC ...............................................................Ellen L. Higgins
9/17/97.............CAMILLA VOM KAISERHAUS, CD, SCHH3, T1, WAC, CGC .....................................................................................................Lori Janes
11/1/97.............WWKC CH MAGENTA’S LUCKIE AMBROSIA, B, SchH 1, ZTP V1B .....................................................................................Nellie Walter
11/29/97...........CH SARENA’S SHAKE RAG JAMIE, BH, WAC, CGC.........................................................................................Lieselotte and Ray Hookey
2/28/98.............CARA’S BLACK ROSE ANGELINA BAHIR, CDX, B, NA, CGC ................................................................................................Bruno Klang
2/28/98.............ALLIE VOM KAISERHAUS, BH, T1, SchH 1, WAC ................................................................................Linda C. Kurz and Joseph L. Kurz
2/28/98.............DELIGHT OF STARFIRE, CDX, WAC, CGC ........................................................................................................................Nancy Brunker
4/24/98.............ALISATON STAR-TRIP V DALCLAR, CD, WAC, AD, CGC, FEMA LEVEL II........................................................................Gail McCarthy
4/24/98.............CH PATRIOT’S STARS ‘N’ STRIPES, CD, ROM, AD, CGC....................................................................................................Gail McCarthy
4/24/98.............HERRO VOM BOGENSTADT, SchH 3, IPO 3, B, CD, WAC, ZTP ................................................................................................Lori Janes
6/28/98.............UDC CH REBHOLZER HIGH INTENSITY, B Brevet, UDC FFB .........................................................................................Desiree Malouin
6/28/98.............RED OAK’S BLAIR, AKC-CKC CD, T 1, SchH 1, WAC, HIC, CGC ........................................................................................Ellen Higgins
7/18/98.............WILLOW VON DYNASTY, CDX, B, T 1, SchH 1, WAC, ZTP G1A, CGC ...............................................................................Lisa Johnson
12/31/98...........U-CDX DAWN OF STARFIRE, UD, WAC, CGC ..................................................................................................................Nancy Brunker
1/8/99...............SENTINEL’S MERLIN, B, WAC, ATTS, CGC, TDI, STT ........................................................................Cathy L. Camden and David Stroff
2/19/99.............CERBERUS VOM NORDEN STAMM, CD, B, SchH 2, WH, ATTS, CGC, NNDDA ..................................................................Francis Fayn
2/19/99.............AKC CH MANDOLIN BRING ON THE NIGHT, CD, ROM, ATT, CGC........................................Joannah Davis and I. Annette Williams
2/27/99.............NOBLE HOUSE CITA FRISCO, AKC UD, B, SchH 2, ATT, CGC ........................................................................................Ellen Marchand
4/6/99...............U-AGI U-CD Navistar’s QB Sneak v Triadel, Am.-Can. CD, NA, NAJ, NJ, OA, TT, CGC.....................................................Debra Hartzell
5/8/99...............U-AGI Achates v Moss Hill, BH, NA, NAJ, NJ, WAC, CGC ......................................................................................................Peg Mueller
6/6/99...............U-CDX Papageno, Can. CD, Am. CDX, WAC, ATTS, TDI, CGC.........................................................................................Fred Dunaway
6/11/99.............IABCAA Int’l. CH Jag vom Donautal, B, CGC, Certified for K-9 Basic Cadaver Search .....................................................Ricardo Ferado
8/7/99...............CH BJF Crescendo V Aquarius, CD, ROM .....................................................................................................................Jill and Art Graves
11/26/99...........Collinwood’s True Colors, CDX, BH, AX, AGD, WAC, CGC.......................................................................................Linda Ann Leiviska
6/23/00.............UCD Can. CH Serenity Sherbourg Vondura, TT, TDI, CGC ..................................................................................G. Lynn Winter, DVM
7/29/00.............Sloothaak, CDX, BH, T1, CGC ....................................................................................................................................Anne Rammelsberg
12/4/00.............Forgotten Lore of Kimbertal, SchH1, CD, BH, TKII, AD, TT, CGC ............................................................................................Amy Mills
1/7/01...............Magenta S Hanz v. d. Habichttal, B, SchH1, T2, WAC, ATTS, CGC....................................................................Stephen and Joan Koren
1/27/01.............Rebholzer Live Wire, B, SchH3, T3, CD, WAC, ATT, CGC ..................................................................................................Traci Mulligan
1/27/01.............Montwood Hotspice v Rebholz, BH, T1, D-CD, ATT, CGC ...................................................................Traci Mulligan and Gary Knights
1/27/01.............Rebholzer-Rohan Sum’R Siege, BH, SchH 1, WH, WAC, STT, CGC ....................................................................................Traci Mulligan
3/3/01...............Can. CH Pentium A Dream Within Equinox, Can. CD, WAC, CGC ................................................Judy Bohnert and Carla Mai Nissen
4/21/01.............Smokey Joe von Wilhamhoff, SchH 1, CGC ......................................................................................Anthony and Marylyn DeGregorio
6/30/01.............Renejade Rock and Roll, TD, NA, NAJ, OA, OAJ, AXJ, NAC-1, AD-1, WAC, CGC.......................................................Linda S. Robertson
8/12/01.............Lothlorien The Wizard v. Cara, CD, UDC-ThD, CGC, Hearing Service Dog ............................................................Margaret (Peg) Wyse
1/12/02.............Armee Begablten v. Wimmerhaus, BH, SchH 1, ZTP VG 1B, AD .................................................................................. Alvin L. Clemons
2/10/02.............U-CD Cris’s Mystic Black Jade, AKC CD, AKC OA and OAJ, NADAC
NJ and OA, ASCA GS-N and RS-N, WAC, ATT, HIC, TDI, CGC, FM ...............................................................................Cristina Maxwell
2/10/02.............Cris’s Black Star Sapphire, AKC CD, ASCA CD, Mex-PC, AKC OA and OAJ, NADAC
NA, NG and NJ, ASCA RS-N and JS-N, WAC, HIC, TDI, CGC, LC-10L...........................................................................Cristina Maxwell
3/4/02...............U-CD Boris von Rosenhof, SchH 3, FFB VG1A, STT, D-CD, CGC, AD........................................................................Anne Rammelsberg
3/11/02.............Cara’s Matik Gift for Gab, CD, WAC, BH, CGC, ATT, Therapy Dog.............................................................................Vicky K. Brachfeld
5/10/02.............Can. CH Equinox Designer Genes, Can. CD, HIC................................................................................................................Judy Bohnert
5/12/02.............UCI Natl.-Intl. Jungsten CH Sentinel’s Excalibur, BH, ATT, Certified Service Dog........................................................Cathy L. Camden
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5/12/02.............Aesir vom Kollund Kro, BH, SchH 3, IPO 3, WAC, ZTP V1A, CGC ............................................................................................Lori Janes
8/10/02.............Bonita Von Der Schwarzen Lagune, BH, ZVV 1, SchH 2, IPO 3, TDI, CGC .................................................................Vicky K. Brachfeld
8/24/02.............BJF Renejade Mirror Image, CDX, NA, NAJ, WAC, FFB, BH, ATT ...........................................Wendy Schneider and Nancy Christensen
2/21/03.............Odo von Dynasty, CD, WAC, CGC, Delta Society AAT ..............................................................................................Margaret T. Flowers
3/23/03.............Morgana’s Forevr Chasin Phonix, SchH 1, CD, WAC, AD, ATT, BH, CGC ..........................................................................Makayla King
6/15/03.............Sentinel’s Diana The Hunter, BH, ATT, ATTS .................................................................................................................Cathy L. Camden
7/26/03.............Elkhaus Ice Storm, CD, BH, WAC, ATT, HIC, CGC.........................................................................N. Shannon Elkins and Steven Elkins
8/16/03.............Brigitte Von Moeller Hof, CD, CGC, ATT ...............................................................................................................................Meg Flowers
10/4/03.............Can. CH Destiny’s Charisma, BH, WAC, ATT.....................................................................................................................Rose M. Kruser
10/18/03...........Renejade Bells and Whistles, CDX, ASCA-CD, NA, NAJ, WAC, ATT, CGC .....................................................................Nancy Gearhard
3/20/04.............U-CD Brulans Baron Vom Gravin, CD, WAC, Delta Society AAT ...................................................................................Cindy M. Starley
3/20/04.............Salmans Eich v Blitzkrieger, AKC-CKC CD, BH, SchH3, Can. TT, CGC................................................................Phyllis E. McNaughton
7/17/04.............Sentinel’s Lady of the Lake, CD, BH, ATT, ATTS, CGC ..............................................................................................Cathy L. Camden
1/9/05...............Cara’s Shining Dark Crystal, CD, WAC, OA, OAJ, BH, SR, SS, NAC, CGC .....................................................Carolyn and Ralph Gastley
2/19/05.............Wittrock’s EEEEEvil EEEEEva, CD, B, WAC, ATT, CGC, Delta Society Therapy Dog..................................Cheryl Fite and Ross Peterson
3/12/05.............UCD, UACH Bel-Mar’s I Love Trouble, CD, OA, NAJ, NJP, NAP, NGC, NJC, OJC-V, ATT, CGC .............................................Beth Bishop
6/25/05.............IABCA Int’l CH Cameron Capone dei Dohse, CD, BH, WAC, CGC, AD, RE .............................................................Cornelia Grabichler
10/29/05...........DARE’s Terra Firma, CDX, ThD, CGC, TDI, Dog Guide........................................................................................................Laura Holum
12/26/05...........Bell’Lavoro La Vittoria Dolce, CD, WAC, TDI, CGC......................................................................Salvatore Ceraldi and Vicky Brachfeld
2/18/06.............Bell’Lavoro Aleksia Nano, BH, WAC, CGC........................................................................................Kristin Roberts and Vicky Brachfeld
4/15/06.............IABCAA Nat’l Jugend CH JBars Portia Kye In The Sky, CD, BH, K-9 SAR Cadaver Level A, TDI, CGC ....................................Linda Kye
4/15/06.............IABCAA Int’l CH, UKC CH JBars Schatzi Windwalker, CD, BH, T1, K-9 SAR Cadaver Level A, TDI, CGC ................................Larry Kye
4/15/06.............Redlion Fu Z Mu Z Wuza Bear, CD, NJP, TDI, CGC, RAE2, RL3, RL2X, RL1X, ARCH, CD-H.....................................Deborah Stevenson
4/15/06.............Ravenswood Aspen Extreme, CKC-UKC CD, AKC CDX, OA, AXJ, ATTS, CGC..................................................................Beth Szczygiel
7/28/07.............Giuseppina von Wilhamhoff, BH, WAC, OB-1, CHIC ..............................................................................................Marylyn DeGregorio
9/8/07...............Eric Iberico del Kingsware, BH, TD, TR-1, FH, SchH 1, WAC, TT, CGC ...........................................................................Renee C. Michel
10/20/07...........General Jack Von Whitedheim, BH, WAC, ATTS, TDI, CGC ...............................................................................................Peter J. Lindic
12/26/07...........Can. CH Trymine Xzotic Flair v Domtom, CD, TT, CGN ..........................................................................................Tamara Champagne
12/26/07...........Bell’Lavoro Discorso Dela Cita, BH, WAC, CGC ...................................................................................Erica Green and Vicky Brachfeld
3/8/08...............Elkhaus Entrapment, CD, BH, ATT, CGC .....................................................................................................................N. Shannon Elkins
3/16/08.............Highland’s Mountain Express, RA, RE, OA, AXJ, ATTS, CGC..............................................................................................Beth Szczygiel
6/21/08.............Bearcreek Quinnkastra Top Gun, CD, BH, T1, OB3, ATT, ATTS, CGC, WAC .........................................................................Suzan Shipp
6/21/08.............CKC CH Gentry’s Blackhawk Down, CD, AGNJ, AGI, HIC, CKC TT, CGN, CKC ROM ...............................................Caitlin Rathburn
11/30/08...........Bowie’s Semper Fidelis v Dru, CD, WAC, ATT, ATTS, CGC..........................................................................................Kim Somjen, DVM
2/22/09.............Ascomannis Laevatein, CD-H, RL1, BH, WAC, ATT,ADPR .................................................................................................Laura V. Baugh
2/22/09.............Ziris Van Schuylenburcht, BH, WAC, CGC, AD ............................................................................................................Amanda Shadfoth
3/16/09.............Ferrara vom Excalibur, BH, SchH2, IPO1, WAC, ADPR ..............................................................................................Cornelia Grabichler
9/6/09...............Citto von der Wudritz, BH, IPO III, TDI, CGC .............................................................................................................Vicky K. Brachfeld
9/6/09...............UKC CH, UKC CD D’Lano’s Guns N’ Roses, WAC,ATTS,TDI, CGC, RN ..........................................Linda Rusinko and Deborah Otlano
9/6/09...............UDC CH Cicily vom Koby Haus, BH, BSB-E3A.........................................................................................................Jim and Janis Toman
2/6/10...............CKC CH Seven’s Strekoza Pennylane, RA, TT, ROMC.........................................................................................................Leah Hamaluk
2/6/10...............Aurora’s Jetta, CD, RA, NAC, VADC, VSGDC, AGNS, AGIJ, CGC, CGN, ThD ...................................................................Leah Hamaluk
2/6/10...............CH Gentry’s Beck ‘N’ Call, CGN, CD, RN, RAMCL, TT, ROM ........................................................................................Caitlin Rathburn
2/6/10...............Swift Run’s Volcan Masaya, BH, SchH1, IPO2, VPG3, CD, CGC, RN, WAC ....................................................................Brandi Williams
5/9/10...............Bell’Lavoros Primo Diamante Rio, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC, ThD..................................................................................................Marie Iulo
5/9/10...............Cara’s Thorny Issue, BH, WAC, ATT, CHIC, CGC..............................................................................................................Jeffrey Saporito
10/17/10...........UKC CH Cara’s Hot Mama, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC..................................................................................................Linda and Peter Lindic
12/10/11...........Legard’s Batman, CD, BH, TT, TR2, WH, WAC, ATT, ATTS, CGC.......................................................................................Janet G. Smith
2/26/12.............UCH Platinum’s Winner Takes It All, MX, MXJ, WAC, ATTS..............................................................................................Beth Szczygiel
3/2/12...............AKC CH Talladega’s American Thunder, NA, NAJ, NF, NJP, OA, OAJ, WAC, ROM ...............................Michelle Kramer and Jim Lauver
6/7/13...............Wittrock’s Jazzzzzelle, CDX, TD, CGC, RN .........................................................................................................Chris and Ruth Franke
8/3/13...............Gravin Garmina Von Der Accani, CD, BH, TD, WAC, SARDAA WILDERNESS/URBAN ...............................................Michelle Limoges
11/9/13.............Riva Von Luka, BH, IPO-VO, CD, WAC, RN-AKC, BN-AKC, CGC, CGN .....................................................................Monica Anthony
11/19/13...........Siro Saffir del Littorio, AX, AXJ, AXP, BH, CDX, CGC, FAX, FN, FX, MXJ, NA, NAP, NJ .............................................Stacia Gunderson
11/19/13...........Int’l CH Titan’s Summer Lightning Strikes Twice, BH, TT, ATT, WAC, CGC, CAX, HIT, TDI, NS-J,RATI.........................Diane Linstrom
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11/20/13...........Rebholzer Bad Company, CD, RE, UDC-ATT, CGC..................................................................Catherine LaBarre and Robert Armstrong
12/6/13.............Irinland Ingeborge Isida’ Cara, UD, RA, CGC, ASCA-CD, ATT.................................................................Meryl Winnie and Ray Carlisle
1/17/14.............Blue Chip Brick Road V Enchant, UD, WD1, WAC, BH, IPO1..................................................................................................Pam Burns
1/31/14.............Thunder Valley’s WhyPrincessWhy, CD, BH, RAE, NA, NAJ, TDI, CGC ..................................................................................April Ward
1/31/14.............Thunder Valley’s You Gotta Want It, CD, BH, OB1, UPR2, RAE, NAJ, CGC, BARK Therapy Dog ...........................................April Ward
2/11/14.............IABCA CH Masaya’s Adrenaline Rush, BH, APR1, CD, CGC, WAC .................................................................................Brandi Williams
2/11/14.............Masaya’s Black Sabbath, BH, IPO3, ZTP SG1A, BSA VG1A, WAC, PSA PDC-SD, AD .......................................................Brandi Williams
7/31/14.............UDC CH Incredible Fidelis, BH, UDC ATT ....................................................................................................................John H. Currie, Jr.
7/31/14.............Quinette King of Darkness, CGC, ADPR, BH, ZTP V1B, WAC, ATTS .....................................................................................Jackie Spratt
7/31/14.............Enoch-Eitan vom Zenhof, BH, UDC ATT, CGC ............................................................................................................Virginia H. Rogers
11/4/14.............Csabre von Danzig, BH, MR 1, WAC, APr2, BSA E1A, ATT ................................................................................................Andrew Booth
11/19/14...........Texas Midnight Storm, BH, WAC, ATT, CA, CGC ..........................................................................................Heather and Andrew Booth
3/2/2015...........Falko des Steigenden Sonnen, CD, NA, NAP, NJP, OAP, OJP, RATN, CGC .............................................................Kara Bassignani, DVM
4/17/2015.........Masaya's Full Metal Jacket, BH, ATT, CGC, CA, AD............................................................................................................Heather Booth
1/20/16.............Morgana's Irresisitible Treasure, CD, T2, IPO3, WAC, BSA VG2-A................................Tyler/Leslie Carpenter and Penelope Brooks MD
1/25/16.............Ace's Wild II, BH, WAC, ATTS, CGC, AD ................................................................................................................................Jackie Spratt

UDC Versatility Companion Excellent (VCX) Titles
Compiled by Julie Ferado, UDC Verstility Title Registrar •
Date Title
Awarded

Dog Name

through February 2016

Owner(s)

4/7/92...............CH LOTHLORIEN’S HIGH ELVEN RUNE, UDT, ROM,SCHHI, TDI, CGC.........................................................................Bunny Lanning
5/30/92.............AM. CAN. CH BLACK OAK COUNTRY N WESTERN, AM./CAN. CD, TD, T1, ROM, CGC.................................................Linda Suligoy
8/14/92.............CH HENRIKE V.D. NIEUWE LOOT, CD, B, T2, SCHHI, CGC...............................................................Wolfgang and Claudia Pfirrmann
10/20/92...........CH DESTINY’S SPECIAL BLESSING, AM. - CAN. CD, B, ROM, TDI, TH.D, ATT, CGC................Carole Bohanan-Uhler and John Uhler
11/8/93.............AM./CAN. CH CARA’S TALON, AM./CAN. CD, B, ROM, CGC .......................................................................................Bonnie Wittrock
5/9/94...............CH FINDJAN’S OUTRAGE, CD, ROM, GHC, CGC, ATT..........................................................................................Nancy E. Christensen
6/29/94.............AKC/CKC CH DESTINY’S WINDFLOWER, AKC/UDC CD, B, ROM, ATT, TDI .....................................................Carole Bohanan-Uhler
3/10/95.............CH CARA’S VALAR LOTHLORIEN, CDX, BH, ATT, TDI, TH.D., CGC ...................................................Bunny Lanning and Ray Carlisle
5/31/95.............AM/CAN/UKC/SKC CH U-CDX RAVENSWOODS HIGH PERFORMANCE, CDX,
ROM, B, CAN. CDX, CGC, TT, VCCX .................................................................................................................................Cindy Noland
8/11/95.............CH B J F MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, CD, CGC, TDI, AG 1-2, ROM......................................................Kathy and Mike Horniman
2/28/98.............D-CH BRANWEN VOM HAUS KURZ, BH, NA, AD, NJC, TT ................................................................Linda C. Kurz and Joseph L. Kurz
2/28/98.............Finnish CH BELMONT VOM NORDEN STAMM, CD, JK2, ZTP, CGC, TT..........................................Soile Jarvenpaa and Elina Jarvinen
4/24/98.............Am./Can. CH GOLD GROVE HIGH CHAPARRAL, Am./Can. CD, CGC, BH, ROM........................................................Sharon A. White
9/6/98...............CH SARENA’S SHAKE RAG JAMIE, CDX, BH, ROM, VC, CGC, TDI, FFB........................................................Lieselotte and Ray Hookey
9/6/98...............Can. CH CARA’S ALISA, CD, WAC, UDC, ATT, FFB, BH, CGC, TDI ..................................................................................Rose M. Kruser
10/15/98...........Am./Can. CH LeMils Lethal Weapon, Am./Can. CD, Am./Can. ROM, TT, TDI, CGC............................................................Penny Cary
3/8/99...............CH Patriot’s Stars N Stripes, CD, ROM, FFB V1B, AD, CGC, 1st Level Certified-Search Dogs NE .....................................Gail McCarthy
4/3/99...............UDC CH Renejade Windsor v Jazlin, CD, BH, SchH 3, WAC, ZTP VG 1A, AG II, CGC .............................................Nancy Christensen
4/10/99.............Can. CH Wittrock’s Cascadian Tiger, CD, TD, WAC, B, CGC, SAR-Dog........................................................................Michelle Limoges
5/8/99...............Can. CH Cara’s Color of Night, U-CD, CKC CDX, BH, SchH A, ATT, STT, ATTS, CGC ......................................................Sue Morrissey
7/3/99...............CH Teeco’s Night Hawk, CD, ROM, CGC, TDI, NGC, NJC.....................................................................................................Laura Hulke
8/5/99...............UDC/AKC CH Mandolin Bring On The Night, CD, ROM, CGC, ATT, FFB V1A ........................Joannah Davis and I. Annette Williams
12/31/99...........Can. CH Destiny’s Man on a Mission, CD, WAC, BH, SchH 2, T 1, ATT...............................................................Carole Bohanan-Uhler
7/8/00...............AKC/UDC CH BJF Crescendo v Aquarius, CDX, ROM, BH, T-1, ATT, CGC .................................................................Jill and Art Graves
7/8/00...............CH BJF Sonata v. Aquarius, NA,NAJ, ROM, CGC, FD, FDX, FDCH.........................................................................Jessica Wilcock, DVM
4/21/01.............CH Pentium A Dream Within Equinox, Can. CDX , AKC CD, WAC, HIC, CGC, TT.......................Judy Bohnert and Carla Mai Nissen
3/11/02.............CH U-AG2 Montwoods Kira of Delcrest, CD, OA, OAJ, ROM, NAC, NJC, FFB V1A, TT, CGC...........................................Debra Hartzell
4/12/02.............Am/Int’l/UDC/UKC CH U-CDX Hillco’s Texas Blazing Star, AKC/ASCA CDX, BH, ROM, OB2, AD,
D-CD, D-FFB VG-1A, TDI, ThD, CGC, ATT, TT, HIC, VCX.........................................................................................................Irina Sasu
10/5/02.............CH Anrich Dreamkeeper of Saxony, TT, CDX, BH, AD, ATT, CGC ...................................................................Diana and Gordon Shore
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12/30/02...........Am/Intl/Intl Baby/Natl. Jugend/UKC CH Talent’s Classic, BH, AKC/UKC CD, ASCA CDX,
ROM, OB2, CGC, AD, TDI, ATT, TT, HIC, VCX ..........................................................................................................................Irina Sasu
4/26/03.............AKC/CKC CH Alisaton Aurora Borealis, AKC UD, CKC CDX, D-CD, BH, OB2, ASCA CD, ROM, CGC..................................Pam Burns
4/26/03.............CH Cara’s Queen Of The Night, CKC UD, D-CD, BH, WAC, ATT, CGC, Can. TT ..................................Susan Simeon and Ray Carlisle
7/20/03.............DV CH Alexa vom Bernecker Schloss, VPG1, FH2, AD, ZTP V1A..........................................Elaine Brown-Galonska and May Jacobson
7/20/03.............UDC CH Destiny’s Sunshine Santino, SchH1, AFFB, WAC, ATT, CGC ....................................................................Janis and Jim Toman
1/6/04...............Can/UDC CH Wittrock’s ZzzzzAaron, CD, AD, B, ATT, WAC, T1 ..................................................................................Bonnie Wittrock
1/6/04...............Am/Can/UDC CH U-GrCh, U-Ag1 Talent’s Supersonic, CD, BH, NA, NAP, ROM, CGC ........................................................Peg Mueller
2/1/04...............CH UCDX Smack-Dab’s Diamond in the Myst, CDX, BH, ROM, UKC Total Dog...............................................................Karen Gunter
3/20/04.............AKC/UDC CH, IABCA Int. CH Mt. Windsor’s After Burn, CD, BH, ATT, ROM, ATTS ....................................................Nancy M. Troyer
7/3/05...............UDC/UKC/Int’l. CH Cross the Rubicon dob Mann, CD, TDI, WAC, ATT, TT, CGC ..................................................................Irina Sasu
8/29/05.............Am./Int’l. CH Rhapsody’s Passage to India, RN, CD, ROM, TDI, YTT, CGC ..............................................................................Irina Sasu
10/29/05...........UDC CH Mandolin The Heat Is On, CD, BH, SchH1, WAC, ATT, CGC, RN ......................................................................Joannah Davis
10/29/05...........AKC/UDC CH Imagemaker’s Plezed Ta Meecha, CD, ROM, ATT, CGC, RN......................................................................Sandi Atkinson
2/25/06.............UDC/Can. CH Destiny’s Charisma, UDC/Can CD, AKC CDX, IPO3, SchH3, WAC, G-FFB V1A ......................................Rose M. Kruser
4/8/06...............CH Bell’Lavoros Dio Di Giove, BH, ThD, CGC, ZTP1A....................................................................Vicky Brachfeld and Dean Calderon
4/15/06.............UDC CH, Int’l CH Rhapsody’s Integrity, CD, RA, ATT, FFB, WAC, CGC ..................................................................................Irina Sasu
10/30/06...........UDC/UKC CH Come As You Are Inelya Renejade, AKC CD, ATT, WAC, CGC, RA ....................................................Nancy Christensen
1/12/07.............UDC/Intl. CH Elkhaus Ice Storm, CD, BH, WAC, ATT, HIC, CGC, G-FFB, T1, VC......................................................N. Shannon Elkins
2/5/07...............UDC CH Bell’Lavoros Rocca Scura, BH, T1, IPO 2, WAC, ATT, RThD, CGC .....................................................................Mary Chrusciel
7/28/07.............Am/Can/UKC CH Sasanoa Glorious, WAC, RN, Can. TD, ROMC,
PCD, CGC, TT, TDI ..................................................................................................Evelyn Stackpole, Penny Cary and Hosea Carpenter
7/28/07.............UDC CH Swift Run Showstopper v Kkro, BH, WAC, ATT, BSA E1A, CGC ........................................................Tammy Marshall-Weldon
3/8/08...............CH Gem’Giveeon Lumene, CD, BH, SchH1, NA, NAJ, AFN, WAC, ATT, BSB, CGC...........................................................Debra Hartzell
6/21/08.............UDC CH, IABCAA Int’l CH, UKC CH JBars Schatzi Windwalker, CD, BH, T2, FFB VG1A,
K-9 SAR Cadaver Level A, WAC, TDI, CGC .................................................................................................................................Larry Kye
6/21/08.............UDC CH General Jack Von Whitedheim, BH, WAC, ATT, ATTS, TDI, CGC, VC.................................................................Peter J. Lindic
8/31/08.............UDC CH Bell’Lavoro Augustus, BH, FH1, SchH3, IPO3, AKC WD3, WAC, ATT, ZTP 1B, CGC, VCX ......................................Sean Salke
11/30/08...........UDC CH Bell’Lavoros Nero Strega, BH, WAC, ATT, ZTP IA, RThD, CGC .........................................................................Vicky Brachfeld
1/31/09.............UDC CH Lemils Dynamite Kiss, CD, BH, WAC, ATT, TDI, CGC ........................................................................................Joannah Davis
9/6/09...............AKC/UKC CH D’Lano’s Make My Day Traditions, RA, NAJ, ROM, ATTS, CGC ..............................................................Deborah Otlano
9/6/09...............AKC CH, UKC GCH Zima Is Mine Always, ROM, CD, RN, CGC, ATTS, TDI, CGC.........................................................Deborah Otlano
10/23/09...........UDC/UKC CH Gravin Vera V. Neerlands Stam, CD, RN, WAC, CGC ..........................................................................Lynda L. Herndon
2/6/10...............UDC/UKC CH Beja’s Sorella Suzy Q, BH, WAC, ATT, ATTS, ADA CAC, CHIC ..................................Anthony and Marylyn DeGregorio
5/9/10...............UDC CH Tri-Star’s Avalon Sunset, OA, AXJ, NF, WAC, ATT, CGC..........................................................................................Laura Hulke
10/17/10...........UDC CH Cicily vom Koby Haus, BH, WAE, ATT, BSB-E3A, CGC .............................................................................Jim and Janis Toman
9/24/11.............UKC CH Cara’s Hot Mama, BH, WAC, ATT, ATTS-TT, CGC, VC ...........................................................................Linda and Peter Lindic
3/10/12.............AKC CH, UKC GCH Talladega’s American Thunder, NA, NAJ, NF, NJP, OA, OAJ, WAC, ROM ............Michelle Kramer and Jim Lauver
4/8/12...............AKC/UDC CH Lancaster’s Sassi Godiva, CD, D-CD, BH, SchH1, WAC, STT, G-FFB V1A .......................................Nancy Lawson Weber
4/8/12...............AKC/UDC CH Chaos vom Koby Haus, SchH III, IPO3, FH2, AD, ROM, ZTP SG1A................................................................Loel Turpin
4/27/12.............AKC CH Viking’s Charlie Brown, CDX, VPG III, IPO III, NA, OAJ, ROM, ZTP 1A ..........................................................Lyn G. Kargaard
6/8/12...............UKC/UDC CH Incredible Caper v Rebholz, BH, WAC, CGC, TR-1, OB-3, SchH A, BSA-E-3-A, ATT, SJ .............................Traci Mulligan
6/16/12.............UDC CH Sant Kreal Soldier, IPO 1, WAC, ZTPSG 1A ..............................................................................................................Mitch Edley
10/20/12...........UDC CH Beja’s Redneck Brother Rudy, CD, SchH 1, WAC, ZTP SG1B, CGC, OB1, TR1 ...................Anthony and Marylyn DeGregorio
12/8/12.............AKC CH Foxhall’s The First Lady, WAC, BH, ROM, VPG II, IPO III..................................................Lynn Eggers and Jill and Art Graves
12/15/12...........AKC CH, UKC CH Catawba’s Power Play, CD, RA, VPGI, ROM, ATT ..............................................Whitney Newman and Susan Miller
1/31/13.............AKC CH, CA, USJCH, UAGI, URO1, GRCH Fayek Pitch Black v Firefly, WAC .......................................................................Miriam Pike
1/17/14.............UDC CH Blue Chip Reign of Terror, BH, WD-TT, BSB E3A, WAC, UD-AKC, CDX-UDC, IPO1................................................Pam Burns
9/22/14.............UDC CH Titan’s Summer Lighting Strikes Twice,THD,WAC,CGC,HRD1,AD,IPO1,BSA-E3A ..........................................Diane Linstrom
10/31/14...........UDC CH Rebholzer Bad Company, CD, RAE, BH, BSA E1A, WAC, CGC, ATT ............................................................Catherine LaBarre
11/3/14.............UDC CH Navistar’s Cruise Control IPO2, ZTP v1A, BSA-E1A, NA, NAJ, NF, WAC, CA, BFL-1 .........................................Debbie Hartzell
11/4/14.............UDC/UKC CH Incredible Fidelis, BH, BSA E1A, IPO 1, ATT, WAC ...............................................................................John H. Currie, Jr.
11/25/14...........UDC/UKC CH Isabel vh Wantij, BH,ATT, WAC, CGC .............................................................................................Marylyn DeGregorio
6/15/2015.........UDC CH BJF Run Like The Wind v Kansa, CD,RA,AX,MXJ,NF,EAC,WV-O,OJC,TG-O,TN-O,NCC,WAC..................................Terry Jark
6/30/15.............UDC CH Eclipse's Kaymen Chaser, IPO2, FH, CD, D-CD, BSA-VG 2A, WAC ......................................................................Makayla King
2/22/16.............CAN/UDC CH Cara's After Dark, CanCD,UDCCD,AGN,BH,CGN,ROMC,ATT,STT,TT,AADC,VMGDC,CRN,RPT..........Sue Morrissey O
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